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PREFACE

The hallmark of a eukaryotic cell is the segregation of genetic material within the cell’s

nucleus. The nucleus is separated from the cytoplasm by a double lipid bilayer termed

nuclear envelope (NE) that contains a number of proteinaceous channels known as nuclear

pore complexes (NPCs).

NPCs enable molecular transport between the nucleus and cytoplasm, termed

nucleocytoplasmic transport (NCT), which is bidirectional, fast and selective. Three major

groups of proteins are continuously trafficking across the NPC’s central channel to

orchestrate NCT. These are transport receptors, known as karyopherins (Kaps), signal-

specific cargoes and a small GTPase (i.e., Ran) that sustains the process.

Interestingly, NPCs restrict or promote cargo translocation via biochemical selectivity and

not size exclusion per se. Recent findings suggest that the NPC transport selective barrier is

regulated by Kaps. This so-called Kap-centric regulation considers Kaps as integral

constituents of the NPC that reinforce its selective barrier against large nonspecific

macromolecules while simultaneously promoting the transport of specific cargoes.

Nonetheless, an understanding of how Kaps contribute to NPC function remains incomplete.

The aim of this study was to rebuild NPC function in vitro.

First, we investigated how Kaps might reinforce the NPC transport barrier to establish a

gradient of Ran guanosine triphosphate (RanGTP) and Ran guanosine diphosphate (RanGDP)



in the nucleus and cytoplasm, respectively. Here, we show that the binding of RanGTP to

Kaps at the NPC prevents its leakage into the cytosol.

Next, we show that two NPC pore membrane proteins are able to self-assemble into 20 nm-

diameter nanopores following their reconstitution into lipid bilayers. This work represents a

key step toward using nanopores as a de novo platform to construct additional NPC mimics

with the aim of promoting NCT-like selective transport.
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1Introduction

1.1The Nuclear Pore Complex

Sub-cellular compartmentalization is a hallmark of eukaryotic cells. One of the most

prominent membrane-enclosed organelles is the nucleus. The nucleus is encapsulated by a

double bilayer membrane known as the nuclear envelope (NE) that separates chromatin from

the cytoplasm thereby allowing for the regulation of gene expression in space and time

(Figure 1-1). The nucleus communicates with the cytoplasm through proteinaceous pores

named nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) (Kabachinski and Schwartz, 2015), which are

assembled in the NE and are the sites where the outer and inner nuclear membranes fuse. A

key role of NPCs is to mediate the bidirectional selective transport of diverse

macromolecules between the nucleus and cytoplasm (e.g., transcription factors or mRNA)

(Fahrenkrog and Aebi, 2003), (Tran and Wente, 2006). Indeed, one of the first observations

of NPCs was through the detection of material translocation across nuclear pores using

electron microscopy (EM) (Anderson and Beams, 1956).

In yeast, the overall NPC mass is ∼60 MDa (Rout and Blobel, 1993), while in metazoans it is

∼120 MDa (Reichelt et al., 1990). Large nuclei of Xenopus laevis oocytes have an average

pore density of ∼50 NPCs/μm,2 resulting in ∼5×107 NPCs per oocyte nucleus (Cordes et al.,

1995). In contrast, vertebrates have an average pore density of about 10–20 NPCs/μm2

resulting in 2000–5000 NPCs per nucleus (Maul and Deaven, 1977). Approximately 12

NPCs/μm2 are found in yeast nuclei, corresponding to ∼200 NPCs per nucleus (Winey et al.,

1997).
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Figure 1-1 An overview of NCT
NPCs are central transport hubs that are involved in several fundamental cellular processes. Reproduced from

(Floch et al., 2014).

As shown by cryo-electron microscopy, the Xenopus NPC has the following linear

dimensions: ∼120 nm outer diameter, ∼180 nm height and ∼50 nm inner channel diameter

(Stoffler et al., 2003). These dimensions resemble the NPCs of the human osteosarcoma

U2OS cells (Maimon et al., 2012). In comparison, NPCs of Dictyostelium discoideum show

similar inner and outer diameters of ∼50 nm and ∼125 nm, respectively, with a smaller

height of ∼150 nm (Beck et al., 2004), (Beck et al., 2007).
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Each NPC is constructed from approximately 30 different proteins known as nucleoporins

(Nups), which are present in multiples of eight (Figure 1-2), thereby giving rise to its

characteristic octagonal symmetry (Cronshaw et al., 2002). Nups are categorized into the

following architectural sub-groups (Devos et al., 2006), (Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 2010):

Figure 1-2 Molecular constituents of the NPC
Schematic representation of NPC structure. Each NPC is a cylindrical structure comprised of 30 different Nups

categorized in different architectural sub-groups. Reproduced from (Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 2010).

a)Membrane Nups

Pom121 (no homolog in Yeast), Ndc1 (Yeast homolog Ndc1) and gp210 (Yeast homolog

Pom152) build the membrane ring of an NPC. They are also termed POMs (TM-Nups) and

are the only known transmembrane proteins that anchor the NPC to the NE (Antonin et al.,

2008). POMs are arguably the primary candidates for stabilizing NE membrane curvature at

the sites of NPCs. They are also considered to play an essential role in NPC biogenesis

(Devos et al., 2006), (Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 2010).
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b)Structural scaffold Nups

Two essential sub-complexes serve as structural scaffolds for the NPC: Nup93 and Nup107

(the latter is also known as a Y complex because it resembles the letter Y). These Nups have

been shown to form a symmetric core that stabilizes the whole NPC (Alber et al., 2007), (Bui

et al., 2013), (Sampathkumar et al., 2013), (Kosinski et al., 2016).

c)Cytoplasmic filaments and the nuclear basket

The cytoplasmic filaments extend into the cytosol ∼35–50 nm away from the cytoplasmic

ring (Stoffler et al., 2003), (Beck et al., 2004), (Sakiyama et al., 2016). These eight flexible

structures can serve as docking sites to transport selective cargoes. Each cytoplasmic filament

is decorated with the phenylalanine-glycine-rich nucleoporins (FG-Nups) Nlp1 (Yeast

homolog Nup42p) and Nup214 (Yeast homolog Nup159p), together with Nup358. Nup358 is

also known as RanBP2 and plays a role in NCT (Walther et al., 2002).

On the nuclear side of NPCs is the nuclear basket, which consists of eight protein filaments

(Beck et al., 2007). The filaments protrude ∼50–100 nm into the nucleoplasm where they

connect into a distal ring. The nuclear basket is composed of three Nups, Nup153 (an

ortholog of Nup1 and Nup60 in yeast), Nup50 (yeast homolog is Nup2) and Tpr (Yeast

homolog is Mlp1/2) (Fahrenkrog et al., 2002).

d)Intrinsically disordered FG-Nups

FG-Nups are intrinsically disordered proteins (Eibauer et al., 2015), (Denning et al., 2003),

(Lim et al., 2007) that generate a selective permeability barrier within the NPC central

channel. Each FG-Nup harbors numerous FG-repeat motifs that serve of binding sites for

Kaps (Kapinos et al., 2014), (Wagner et al., 2015). Altogether ∼200 FG-Nups (Cronshaw et
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al., 2002) tether to the inner walls of the NPC and are thought to collectively resemble a

“supramolecular hydrogel meshwork” (Frey and Gorlich, 2007), (Hulsmann et al., 2012), a

“molecular brush” barrier (Lim et al., 2006) or combinations thereof (Yamada et al., 2010).

1.2Nucleocytoplasmic Transport

Although NPCs span species-dependent diameters of between 50 to 100 nm (Elad et al.,

2009), (Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010), (Stoffler et al., 2003) only small molecules below ∼40

kDa (e.g., water and ions) can passively diffuse through the pore, whereas large nonspecific

macromolecules are generally withheld (Popken et al., 2015), (Timney et al., 2016). Rapid

and exclusive access through the NPC is only permitted to soluble nuclear transport receptors

known as karyopherins or Kaps (Chook and Suel, 2011). Interestingly, the mass of Kaps

typically exceeds the passive NPC diffusion limit (Bayliss et al., 2000). Thus, NPCs restrict

or promote cargo translocation via biochemical selectivity and not size exclusion per se. In

order to bypass the FG-Nup barrier, Kaps and other transport factors such as nuclear transport

factor 2 (NTF2), the RanGDP importer (Bayliss et al., 2000), (Bayliss et al., 2002a), (Bayliss

et al., 2002b), (Bayliss et al., 1999) harbor binding sites that exert multivalent interactions

with the FG-repeat motifs (i.e., GLFG, FxFG and FG). For example, the classical 97 kDa

import receptor Kapβ1, is estimated to engage up to ten FG-repeats (Isgro and Schulten,

2005). This binding is thought to facilitate Kap transport by causing dynamic conformational

changes in the FG-Nups to weaken the permeability barrier (Kapinos et al., 2014), (Wagner

et al., 2015). On this basis, Kaps orchestrate NCT by authenticating and shuttling specific

cargoes destined to the nucleus through the NPCs.
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Kaps identify specific cargoes via short peptide sequences known as nuclear localization

signals (NLSs) (Boulikas, 1994). Nonspecific macromolecules lacking NLS are rejected by

the barrier (Chook and Suel, 2011). On the other hand, by recruiting Kaps, both physiological

and artificial cargoes, with sizes that span the inner diameter of the pore, are able to

translocate the NPC. These include gold particles decorated with Kap-cargo complexes (39

nm-diameter) (Pante and Kann, 2002), Kap-decorated quantum dot cargoes (30–40 nm-

diameter) (Lowe et al., 2010), Hepatitis B virus capsids (34 nm-diameter) (Rabe et al., 2003)

and messenger ribonucleoproteins (mRNPs), such as Balbiani Ring particles, which appear to

elongate to a 25 nm-diameter during their passage through the central channel (Mehlin et al.,

1992). Indeed, viruses are known to hijack the Kap-FG pathway in order to infiltrate the NPC

and the nucleus (Whittaker et al., 2000).

1.2.1Ran-dependent regulation of NCT

Kap-cargo translocation is a diffusional process (Kopito and Elbaum, 2007). However, an

energy supply is required to regulate the directionality of cargo delivery and release

(Schwoebel et al., 1998). Such, a continuous energy cycle is required to sustain bidirectional

NCT. This cycle is regulated by the small GTPase Ran, which has GTP- and GDP-bound

forms localized in the nucleus and cytoplasm, respectively (Gorlich and Mattaj, 1996)

(Figure 1-3).
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Figure 1-3 Mechanism of nuclear import
Import receptors (Kapβ1) identify and shuttle NLS-cargo from the cytoplasm into the nucleus. The receptor-cargo

complex is disassembled in the nucleus by RanGTP, which returns with the import receptor to the cytosol.

RanGAP1 triggers the hydrolysis of RanGTP to RanGDP in the cytosol, which frees the receptor for another

round of import. RanGDP is imported into the nucleus by NTF2, where it is recharged into RanGTP by RanGEF.

In the absence of Kaps, nonspecific cargoes are rejected by the NPC. Reproduced from (Vujica et al., 2016).

Ran has a structure based on a core or G domain (Guanine nucleotide-binding domain), p-

loop, Switch I and II, and a 40-amino acid C-terminal extension. The C-terminal region,

which is crucial for the binding to Kaps, consists of a linker, an α-helix and an acidic tail

(DEDDDL motif). Major conformational changes involving Switch I, Switch II and the C-

terminus occurs in Ran as it alternates between its GTP- (Vetter et al., 1999) and GDP-bound

forms (Stewart et al., 1998). These conformational changes underlie the different affinities of
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RanGTP and RanGDP when binding Kaps (Forwood et al., 2008), (Lonhienne et al., 2009),

(Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).

RanGTP binding triggers the release of import cargoes from Kapβ1 in the nucleus, whereas

in the cytoplasm RanGAP1 (Ran GTPase-activating protein) hydrolyzes RanGTP to RanGDP,

which releases Kapβ1 for another cargo-import cycle (Stewart, 2007). RanGDP is then

returned to the nucleus by its specific carrier, NTF2 (Ribbeck et al., 1998). In the absence of

Kapβ1, even the NLS-cargoes, which are smaller than Kap-cargo complexes are withheld.

Accordingly, NLS-cargoes are retained in the nucleus upon dissociation from Kapβ1. The

Ran loop is finally closed by regulator of chromosome condensation 1 or RCC1 (also called

guanine nucleotide exchange factor or RanGEF), which catalyzes the exchange of RanGDP

to RanGTP (Stewart, 2007). Hence, RCC1 and RanGAP1 enable cells to maintain high levels

of RanGTP inside the nucleus and high levels of RanGDP within the cytoplasm, respectively

(Abu-Arish et al., 2009), (Kalab et al., 2002). This so-called “Ran gradient” drives the

transport and accumulation of cargoes against their concentration gradients within the

nucleus. Not surprisingly, alterations in the Ran gradient are known to disrupt NCT (Yasuda

et al., 2006), (Kelley and Paschal, 2007), (Chatterjee and Paschal, 2015).

1.2.2The role of Ran regulators: RanGEF and RanGAP1

The asymmetric distribution of RanGEF and RanGAP1 is essential for maintaining the Ran

gradient (Figure 1-4). Moreover, it has been shown that reversing the Ran gradient (i.e., the

presence of high concentrations of cytoplasmic Ran-GTP) can invert the direction of

transport through the NPC (Nachury and Weis, 1999). RanGEF is imported into the nucleus

and is localized at the chromatin (England et al., 2010), (Ohtsubo et al., 1989) where it binds
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to nucleosomes and histones H2A and H2B that stimulate RanGEF catalytic activity

(Nemergut et al., 2001).

Figure 1-4 Compartmentalization of RanGAP1 and RanGEF
Ran regulators: RanGEF and RanGAP1 ensure asymmetrical distribution of RanGTP and GDP between the

cytoplasm and the nucleus. Adapted from (Azuma and Dasso, 2000).

Ran has a seven-fold higher affinity for GDP than GTP (Klebe et al., 1995b). It is noteworthy

that RanGEF does not discriminate between GTP and GDP. In fact, the interaction of

RanGEF with Ran weakens the affinity of Ran for the nucleotide, resulting in a binary

nucleotide-free complex. However, because of the higher cellular concentration of GTP, this

complex is not stable and the binding of GTP nucleotide to Ran-RanGEF essentially results

in RanGTP formation (Vetter and Wittinghofer, 2001). As a result, RanGEF replaces GDP,

and GTP replaces RanGEF.

The GTPase activity of Ran is enhanced by RanGAP1 and by Ran-binding proteins RanBP1

and RanBP2 (Yokoyama et al., 1995). RanGAP1 is bound to the cytoplasmic face of the NPC

via the nucleoporin Nup358 upon SUMOylation of its C-terminus (Mahajan et al., 1997),

(Matunis et al., 1998). RanGTP has a very slow intrinsic hydrolysis (kcat = 1.8 × 10−5 s− 1),

and its half-life is of several hours (Bischoff and Ponstingl, 1991), (Bischoff et al., 1994),

(Klebe et al., 1995a). RanGAP11 facilitates the hydrolysis of RanGTP up to kcat = 2.1 sec −1
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(Bischoff et al., 1994), (Klebe et al., 1995a). In this manner, RanGDP is generally

concentrated within the cytoplasm.

1.2.3Nuclear Import Regulation

Following GTP hydrolysis, it is necessary for RanGDP to return into the nucleus to be

exchanged with GTP by RanGEF. In spite of being smaller than the NPC size exclusion limit,

NTF2 is required to facilitate import of RanGDP into the nucleus given that passive diffusion

through NPC is not sufficiently rapid (Ribbeck et al., 1998). NTF2 selectively binds to

RanGDP with a Kd of around 100 nM (Chaillan-Huntington et al., 2000) because of the

specific conformation of Switch II, which enables these interactions (Stewart et al., 1998).

Like Kaps, NTF2 passes through the pore upon binding to FG-Nups (Bayliss et al., 1999),

(Bayliss et al., 2002a). This binding is promoted in the presence of pre-bound Kapβ1 to FG-

Nups (Wagner et al., 2015).

Likewise, NLS-cargoes are imported into the nucleus by Kaps (Chook and Blobel, 2001)

(Figure 1-5). The best characterized NLS-cargo-import pathway consists of Kapβ1 (Kap95p

in Yeast) and the adapter protein Kapα (Kap60p in Yeast). Kapα binds to Kapβ1 through its

IBB domain (importin-β binding domain), followed by the NLS cargo binding to Kapα

(Cingolani et al., 1999). The tripartite import complex NLS-cargo•Kapα•Kapβ1 then exerts

multivalent interactions with the FG-repeats to traverse the NPC (Bayliss et al., 2000). Upon

reaching the nucleus, RanGTP disassociates NLS-cargo•Kapα•Kapβ1 by binding to Kapβ1.

As Kapβ1-RanGTP shuttles back to the cytoplasm, it encounters RanGAP1, which catalyzes

GTP hydrolysis to free Kapβ1 for another cargo-import cycle. Simultaneously, in the nucleus,
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Kapα frees the NLS-cargo due to the action of its auto-inhibitory IBB domain (Harreman et

al., 2003), (Kobe, 1999).

Figure 1-5 NLS-GFP vs. GFP import in HeLa cells
NLS-modified green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) are selectively trafficked by transport receptors across NPCs and

accumulate against concentration gradients within the nuclei of living cells (left). In contrast, GFP molecules

lacking the NLS are homogenously distributed throughout entire cells (right). Scale bar = 20 μm. Reproduced

from (Vujica et al., 2016). Courtesy of Kai Schleicher.

1.2.4Nuclear Export Regulation

The nuclear export of proteins and RNAs is mediated by Kap-based export factors termed

exportins. Exportins recognize their cargoes via a short peptide sequences known as nuclear

export signals (NESs) (Wen et al., 1995). Some well-studied exportins include CRM1

(chromosomal maintenance 1), also known as exportin 1 (XPO1), and CAS (cellular

apoptosis susceptibility gene, Cse1p in Yeast). CRM1 has a role in the export of mRNA,

snRNA and rRNA as well as some proteins (Fornerod et al., 1997), while CAS is a specific

exportin for Kap (Kutay et al., 1997).

In contrast to nuclear import, where RanGTP-Kap binding results in cargo-complex

disassembly, NES-cargo-exportin complex formation in the nucleus requires RanGTP

binding. Upon traversing the pore, the NES-cargo-exportin-RanGTP complex is
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disassembled following the hydrolysis of RanGTP by RanGAP1, resulting in the release of

NES-cargo into the cytoplasm.

1.2.5Ran mobility and nuclear accumulation

Fluorescence-intensity measurements typically report a high abundance of Ran within the

nucleus. The detection of endogenous Ran by monoclonal antibodies in fixed HeLa cells

gave a nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of 3.1  0.5 (Abu-Arish et al., 2009), which is slightly

higher than the 2.36 obtained before exposure to hyperosmotic stress (Kelley and Paschal,

2007). Interestingly, the nuclear accumulation of Ran in living cells appears higher. To

support this finding, fluorescent-labeled exogenous Ran was injected into the cytosol of

BHK-21 cells and imaged until nuclear accumulation reached a steady state. The results show

a nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of ~4 (Smith et al., 2002). Moreover, this ratio was increased

to ~6 after addition of exogenous NTF2. Similar values were obtained for EYFP-Ran in live

interphase HeLa cells i.e., 3.9  0.4 (Abu-Arish et al., 2009).

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was used to investigate the intracellular

mobility of Ran in U2OS cells (Hutchins et al., 2009). This study revealed an exceptional

mobility of GFP-Ran, with recovery half-times of τ1/2 = 0.13 sec in the nucleus and τ1/2 = 0.19

sec in the cytoplasm. More recently, FRAP and FCS analysis confirmed that there is no

significant immobile population of Ran; instead, 30% of Ran in the nucleus and 10% of Ran

in the cytoplasm are engaged in molecular interactions at any time (Abu-Arish et al., 2009).
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1.2.6NPC Permeability Barrier Models

Approximately 1000 translocation events happen per NPC per second (Ribbeck and Gorlich,

2001) at a rate of ∼5 ms per cargo (Dange et al., 2008). At the present time, it is still not fully

understood how such high transport rates are achieved. Several models describing nuclear

transport exist, and even though they are different, the consensus is that the dynamic FG-

Nups (Sakiyama et al., 2016) form a collective barrier that rejects inert molecules but can be

bypassed by Kaps, such as Kapβ1 (Grunwald et al., 2011).

1.2.6.1The Selective Phase Model

The selective phase model was first proposed by Ribbeck et al. (Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2001) (

Figure 1-6). This model assumes that: a) a sieve-like barrier is formed based on hydrophobic

interactions between neighboring FG-Nups; b) the barrier prevents the passage of inert

macromolecules; and c) the binding of Kaps to FG-Nups weakens inter-FG interactions to

cause local disruptions in the barrier. Subsequent work by Ribbeck et al. further supported

the proposed model by showing a reversible collapse of the barrier in cells caused by

interfering with the hydrophobic interactions of FG-Nups using mild apolar solvents (e.g.,

cyclohexane-1,3-diol) (Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2002). In work that followed, it was

demonstrated that lyophilized FG-Nups can indeed form hydrogels up to a few mm in size

when dissolved (∼200 mg/ml) in a highly hydrophobic solvent (0.2% TFA) (Frey et al.,

2006), (Frey and Gorlich, 2009). These macroscopic hydrogels exhibit the permeability

barrier of a fully saturated NPC (i.e., when every FG-Nup is crosslinked) (Frey and Gorlich,

2007), suggesting that each mesh in the gel defines the size of molecules that can freely pass

through the meshwork.
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Subsequent work further showed that central FG-Nups were more cohesive than peripheral

FG-Nups (Patel et al., 2007). Likewise, the Nup153 FG domains could not form hydrogels in

the presence of Kaps, as shown in one study (Milles et al., 2013).

Figure 1-6 Selective phase model
The permeability barrier of the central plug filled with FG-Nups (light blue circles) that forms a meshwork

restricting transport of inert objects is shown in (A). (B) An object (red) that has FG binding sites (dark blue

circles) can translocate by binding to the meshwork (C), where it dissolves in the central plug and crosses the

permeability barrier. Reproduced from (Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2001).

1.2.6.2The Virtual Gating Model

The virtual gating model (Rout et al., 2003) proposes that the NPC acts as a catalyst that can

lower the activation energy necessary for the translocation process. Here, the FG-Nups are

envisaged as “entropic bristles,” moving around their anchoring points to explore a large

volume around their tether site. Their motion also causes the molecules that move with the

same speed to be “pushed away.” Thus, the entropic barrier can be overcome solely by the

binding of transport receptors to the FG-Nups.

1.2.6.3The Polymer Brush Model

At high surface densities, surface-tethered FG-Nups can extend away from their anchoring

points in a manner that resembles a polymer brush. Indeed, Lim et al. found that surface-
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grafted Nup153 FG domains exhibited a pronounced steric repulsive force being

characteristic of molecular brush formation (Figure 1-7) (Lim et al., 2007). Treatment with

hexanediol led to the collapse of the FG domain brushes, which could fully recover by

switching buffer conditions (Lim et al., 2006). Likewise, extended Nup153 was observed to

collapse after Kapβ1 binding, whereas the collapse was reversed upon removal of bound

Kapβ1 (Lim et al., 2007). These findings suggest that an entropic barrier composed of highly

dynamic FG-Nups guards the NPC against nonspecific molecules and the barrier can only be

overcome by Kaps that bind to FG-Nups, resulting in their collapse. The Kaps move from

one FG-Nup to the next by generating the local collapse within the pore. In contrast, each

unbinding leads to a re-extension of the FG domains, thus restoring the barrier function.

Hence, rapid translocation of Kaps occurs while barrier integrity is retained at the same time.
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Figure 1-7 The polymer brush model
Immunogold electron microscopy reveals the reversible collapse of Nup153 in the NPC. At the steady state,

Nup153 diffuses within the nuclear periphery (A). Upon Kap1 injection into the cytoplasm, Nup153 localizes at

the distal ring of the NPC, resulting in a collapse of Nup153 to its anchoring site (B). Further addition of RanGTP

reverses the Kap1-induced collapse that results with Nup153 back in the steady state (C). (A – C) The scale bars

are 100 nm, c – cytoplasm, n – nucleus. The histograms (D–F) summarize all the observations. The 0 nm value in

the x axis corresponds to the central plane of the NPC, while the distal ring, nuclear ring and cytoplasmic ring

moieties are located at -100–50 nm, -50–0 nm and 0–60 nm. The selective gating-based model that takes into

consideration the reversible collapse of the FG domains is shown in (G). (I) The FG domains surround the NPC

when there is no Kap1-FG-Nups binding. The grey area points out the range of the entropic barrier and the

fluctuations of the FG domains. (II) Kap1-FG-Nups binding causes the local collapse of the FG-Nups toward

their anchoring sites. (III) Kap1 transport cargo through the NPC via continuous binding and unbinding to FG

domains. (IV) In the nucleus, RanGTP binding to Kap1 triggers the cargo release and prevents further Kap1-

FG-Nups interactions. Meanwhile, FG domains extend and re-create the entropic barrier (I) that will prevent

passive entry of nonspecific cargoes. Reproduced from (Lim et al., 2007).
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1.2.6.4Reduction of Dimensionality

Peters et al. proposed a model of NCT based on “reduction of dimensionality” (ROD) (Peters,

2005), (Peters, 2009a), (Peters, 2009b). The ROD model suggests that most FG-Nups are

collapsed in vivo, resembling a “hydrophobic surface” (Berg and von Hippel, 1985). This

collapse is caused by Kaps that bind to the FG layer. However, because of their multivalent

binding within the FG layer, Kaps have a substantial degree of lateral mobility. Thus, Kaps

ferry cargoes along NPC walls by diffusion in two dimensions, making the path through NPC

much shorter than in three dimensions. In agreement with the ROD model, the nuclear

accumulation of Kaps is 10–100 times faster in comparison to the passive diffusion of

nonspecific molecules of a similar size (Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2001), (Siebrasse and Peters,

2002). Similarly, single-molecule-tracking experiments show that Kap-based transport occurs

along the NPC wall while nonspecific molecules are simultaneously transported through the

center of the pore (Ma et al., 2012).

1.2.6.5The Forest and Trees Model

FG-Nups can be classified into two categories based on their chemical and structural

differences (Yamada et al., 2010), (Patel et al., 2007). One category includes low-charge FG-

Nups, which have globular, collapsed coil configurations. The other category comprises high-

charge FG-Nups, which adopt dynamic “extended coil” conformations. A third group of FG-

Nups are thought to comprise of both compact and extended structures named “trees.”

Therefore, the “forest” model proposes that the FG-Nups are organized based on the above-

mentioned conformational groups, which might carve out separate transport zones within the

NPC channel (Yamada et al., 2010). FG-Nups form a hydrophobic cohesive meshwork, with

their free ends sticky and with the globular conformations filling the central channel (or zone
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1). These FG-Nups are linked to the NPC scaffold by non-cohesive relaxed or extended

domains resembling the aforementioned molecular brush (zone 2). It therefore follows that

the small cargoes with Kaps are limited to zone 2, while larger Kap-specific cargoes are

transported through zone 1. In contrast, small molecules can passively diffuse in both zones.

Experimental evidence for this model was provided by immunogold electron microscopy

using instant cargoes trapped at the NPCs within a cell. Small cargoes were predominantly

found at the periphery of the channel, while bigger cargoes were mostly located in the central

channel (Fiserova et al., 2010).

1.2.6.6The Kap-Centric Model

A shift from the abovementioned “FG-centric” barrier models to a more Kap-centric

description (Lim et al., 2015) was based on the observation that at steady state the FG-Nups

were occupied by Kaps at physiological concentrations. Therefore, this suggested that the

selective transport barrier is not composed of FG-Nups alone. This model might also explain

how Kap transport can be both selective and fast. Such a view is consistent with single-

molecule studies, which showed that an increase in Kapβ1 concentration leads to higher

nuclear import efficiency in permeabilized cells (Yang and Musser, 2006).

A surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based study subsequently showed that low

concentrations of Kapβ1 cause collapse in FG domains and that an increase of Kapβ1

concentrations results in re-extension of FG domains (Schoch et al., 2012). Moreover,

physiological concentrations of Kapβ1 can lead to maximal saturation and “pile up” whereby

Kapβ1 molecules can still bind albeit weakly to unoccupied FG repeats at the top of the layer.

Hence, at least two Kapβ1 binding phases may exist at physiological concentrations: strongly

bound at the pore walls and weakly bound near the pore center. This so called “highway
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effect” implies slow transport at the pore walls and fast transport near the pore center. Later,

it was further suggested that Kapβ1 acts as an integral constituent within the FG-Nups given

that a slow exchanging Kapβ1 phase co-exists with a fast phase (Kapinos et al., 2014).

Subsequently, the use of digitonin permeabilized cells showed that exogenous Kapβ1 co-

existed in at least two kinetically distinct pools (Lowe et al., 2015). Kap-preloading may also

influence the binding of different nuclear transport receptors, such as NTF2 to FG-Nup layers

(Wagner et al., 2015). Here, the promiscuous binding of Kapβ1 reduces the number of FGs

available for NTF2, which translates into predominantly weak, short-lived interactions of

NTF2 with FG-Nups, promoting faster NTF2 kinetics. Remarkably, depleting the highly

enriched pool of Kapβ1 from the NPC abolished NPC barrier function against large

nonspecific cargos (Kapinos et al., 2017). (Figure 1-8).

Figure 1-8 FG-centric versus Kap-centric NPC models
The FG-centric model focuses on the FG-Nups as the main components in the formation of NPC transport barriers,

while the Kap-centric model emphasizes the role of transport receptors in the barrier formation and argues that,

together with FG-Nups, the transport receptors are reinforcing the NPC barrier. Reproduced from (Kapinos et al.,

2017).
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1.3NPC assembly

There are two fundamentally different mechanisms of the NPC assembly that occur at distinct

phases of the cell cycle: postmitotic and interphasic (Otsuka and Ellenberg, 2018). The series

of events during postmitotic NPC assembly is as follows: At the onset of the mitosis, the

NPC disassembles, whereas at the end of the mitosis, the NPC and NE reassemble. The

reassembly of all the NPCs during the telophase lasts less than 10 minutes, as shown in

mammalian tissue culture cells (Dultz et al., 2008). In contrast, in the interphase assembly,

the NE stays intact while the number of NPCs in a given nucleus doubles. The interphase

assembly of individual NPCs can last several hours (Dultz and Ellenberg, 2010).

1.3.1Mitotic NPC assembly

At the beginning of mitosis, the NE is absorbed into the mitotic endoplasmatic reticulum (ER)

membrane network while the NPCs undergo disassembly (Ellenberg et al., 1997). The mitotic

ER membranes are reorganized, and the NE re-forms towards the end of mitosis in late

anaphase and telophase. The formation of the NE requires membrane fusion; this process is

enabled by the SNARE machinery (Baur et al., 2007). It has also been reported that the

endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT)-III components has a crucial role

for NE closure (Vietri et al., 2015). The ESCRT-III complex localizes into the NE adjacent to

its gaps and further co-localizes with the microtubule-degrading enzyme at the points where

the microtubules and the reforming NE intersect in order to coordinate spindle disassembly

and NE sealing (Vietri et al., 2015).

So far, two models have been proposed based on insertion and enclosure. The insertion

model theorizes that NPCs are reassembled into an intact NE at the fusion spot of the inner
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and outer nuclear membrane in order to allow NPC insertion (Macaulay and Forbes, 1996),

(Fichtman et al., 2010). The fusion machinery is yet to be identified. In comparison,

according to the enclosure model, the NPC assembly happens prior to the chromatin

surrounding made by the NE (Burke and Ellenberg, 2002), (Antonin et al., 2008), (Dultz et

al., 2008). Consequently, the NPCs are surrounded by expanding NE membranes, and no

fusion between the ONM and INM is necessary.

The agreement between the two models is that the mitotic NPC assembly is initiated by the

association of the nucleoporins MEL28 (also known as ELYS) and that the chromatin

decondensation happens before the reformation of the NE. As shown by one study (Rasala et

al., 2008), MEL28 can bind in vitro to the DNA through its AT-hooks. In addition, MEL28

recruits the Y-complex to the NPC assembly sites (von Appen et al., 2015). Subsequently, the

transmembrane nucleoporins POM121 and NDC1 follow the assembling complex to initiate

association with the membrane (Rasala et al., 2008) (Figure 1-9). The NDC1-binding

nucleoporin Nup53 then recruits Nup155 and Nup93, which are in a complex with Nup188 or

Nup205 (Eisenhardt et al., 2014). Next, Nup93 recruits the Nup62 complex, which consists

of FG-Nups Nup62, Nup58 and Nup54, forming a large part of the hydrophobic meshwork

within the central NPC (Sachdev et al., 2012), (Chug et al., 2015). Meanwhile, Nup98

recruits Nup155 and Nup205, as shown in yeast (Fischer et al., 2015), and similar

interactions likely play a role in vertebrates NE assembly.

Even though the early events of the mitotic NPC assembly are rather well understood, the full

assembly choreography of the NPC is still lacking.
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Figure 1-9 Schematic illustration of the NPC postmitotic assembly process
(i) The reconstitution of the NPC starts 5 min after the onset of anaphase. ELYS complex binds to the chromosome,

while scaffold and FG-Nups start to assemble, forming protein-rich domains. Among these is also a membrane,

nucleoporin Pom121. (ii) The next step is the recruitment of the central channel Nups toward the properly

preassembled structures. (iii) The cytoplasmic Nups then bind to the entire complex, resulting in formation of the

cytoplasmic protein-rich phase. (iv) In just 15–20 min, the reconstruction of the NPC is completed. Reproduced

from (Konishi et al., 2017).

1.3.2Interphase NPC assembly

The interphase NPC assembly is the only mode of NPC assembly for organisms with a closed

mitosis, such as the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Winey et al., 1997). However, higher

organisms use interphase assembly to double the NPC number in response to changes during

cell differentiation (Doucet et al., 2010), (Dultz and Ellenberg, 2010).
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In order to integrate the NPCs into the NE, extensive membrane deformation is a prerequisite.

That said, it is important to highlight that various mechanisms make this process possible,

such as e.g. curved membrane-binding proteins and the insertion of amphipathic helices or

wedge-shaped membrane domains into the lipid leaflet (Antonin et al., 2008), (Rothballer and

Kutay, 2013). A recent study in living cells revealed the fusion of dome-shaped invaginations

in the INM that grow in diameter and depth with the ONM (Otsuka et al., 2016). Such a

membrane deformation can come from multiple mechanisms (e.g., insertion of amphipathic

helices into the lipid leaflet (Antonin et al., 2008). Interestingly, some nucleoporins possess

amphipathic helices, through which they can bind and deform the membranes (Drin et al.,

2007), (von Appen et al., 2015). It has been shown that the mutation of the membrane-

binding region in Nup153 prevents membrane association, resulting in the inhibition of the

interphase assembly without affecting the mitotic NPC assembly (Vollmer et al., 2015).

However, membrane binding is not the main function of the Nup153 amphipathic helix. This

motif can be replaced by a transmembrane region that does not deform the membrane.

Nup153 interacts instead with the Y-complex and directs it toward the NPC assembly sites in

the inner nuclear membrane. Similarly, it has been shown that Nup133, with its amphipathic

helices, is also only essential for the interphase NPC assembly (Doucet et al., 2010).

Even though Nup53 lacks its amphipathic helix, it is still considered to be essential for the

interphase assembly process (Vollmer et al., 2012). A study involving RNA interference and

biochemical depletion suggested that the membrane nucleoporin NDC1 plays a crucial role in

the formation of a link between the NE membrane and soluble nucleoporins, such as Nup53,

resulting in NPC anchoring to the membrane (Mansfeld et al., 2006).
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The order of events for the interphase assembly is less known than that of mitotic NPC

assembly. It is a matter of speculation that the recruitment of the Y-complex by the Nup153

binding to the inner nuclear membrane is a trigger event. However, it is highly possible that

Nup153 does not deform the membrane but instead acts as a sensor of membrane bending by

preferentially binding to positively curved membranes. Those deformed sites could be

generated by Nup53 and Nup122, reticulons that act as membrane-deforming proteins, SUN

proteins and LINC complex (Dawson et al., 2009), (Talamas and Hetzer, 2011). Additionally,

the transmembrane nucleoporin POM121, crucial for the interphase NPC assembly, localizes

to the NPC assembly sites prior to Y-complex (Doucet et al., 2010), (Funakoshi et al., 2011).

(Figure 1-10). This analysis of the dynamics of individual NPCs in living mammalian cells

during the interphase was made using high resolution live cell microscopy. It shows that NPC

assembly is initiated by a slow accumulation of the membrane nucleoporin Pom121, followed

by the more rapid association of the soluble NPC sub-complex Nup107–160 (Dultz and

Ellenberg, 2010).

Figure 1-10 Schematic illustration of the NPC interphase assembly
Pom121 accumulates at the inner nuclear membrane. Thereafter, de novo NPC assembly occurs through

interactions between the inner and outer nuclear membrane, followed by continued membrane expansion.

Meanwhile, Pom121 recruits soluble Nups to the NPC assembly sites. In addition, Pom121 has chromatin-binding

sites that might also be involved in the process. Reproduced from (Shaulov et al., 2011).
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1.4Aim of the thesis

So far, the Kap-centric model (Kapinos et al., 2017) suggests that Kaps enrich at NPCs and

serve to reinforcement the permeability barrier. However, it remains unknown how Kap

enrichment might impact on other aspects of NCT.

The objective of this work was as follows:

1.To understand how Kap enrichment at the NPC might influence the movement of Ran

across the pore to regulate the RanGTP gradient.

2.To test for pore formation by reconstituting TM-Nups in lipid membranes.

1.5Thesis Layout

Following the introduction to NCT and NPCs in Chapter 1, the role of Kaps in maintaining

the steep Ran gradient at the NPCs is treated in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 summarizes our efforts

to construct nanopores using TM-Nups. Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 4.
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2Kap  1 enrichment attenuates Ran

permeability at the nuclear pore complex

2.1Role of the selective transport barrier in the maintenance of

RanGTP/GDP gradient

An understanding of how NPCs reconcile physical size exclusion with biochemical

selectivity to mediate NCT remains incoherent. One peculiarity that remains unexplained

concerns Ran, which is vital for controlling the site of cargo release and accumulation as well

as for the recycling of Kaps (Gorlich et al., 1995a), (Gorlich et al., 1996a). This underpins

NCT directionality across the NE and is regulated by a gradient of its two nucleotide-bound

forms, Ran-guanosine triphosphate (RanGTP) and Ran-guanosine diphosphate (RanGDP),

which are enriched in the nucleus and cytoplasm, respectively (Hutchins et al., 2009), (Kalab

et al., 2002), (Kelley and Paschal, 2007), (Smith et al., 2002). It should be noted that Ran

(being 25 kDa in size) is smaller than the nonspecific size cutoff, and neither RanGDP nor

RanGTP interact with the FG-repeats (Rexach and Blobel, 1995). Hence, it remains unknown

why an uncontrolled mixing of RanGTP and RanGDP at NPCs in unable to establish the Ran

gradient. Importantly, NCT directionality is lost as a consequence of irregularities in the Ran

gradient (Nachury and Weis, 1999).

NLS-cargo•Kapα•Kapβ1 complexes that traverse NPCs are disassembled when RanGTP

binds to Kapβ1 in the nucleus (Chi et al., 1996), (Gorlich et al., 1996b), (Rexach and Blobel,

1995). This event imparts a ratcheting mechanism that facilitates the nuclear retention of

NLS-cargoes, whose retrograde transport is hindered in the absence of FG-Nup binding. On

the other hand, RanGTP•Kapβ1 retains its interactions with the FG-Nups to return through
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NPCs (Kapinos et al., 2017). Upon reaching the cytoplasmic periphery, GTP is hydrolyzed to

(Ran)GDP by RanGTPase activating protein (RanGAP1), which releases Kapβ1 to seek out

the next NLS-cargo (Stewart, 2007). However, although Ran is highly mobile (Abu-Arish et

al., 2009), it does not diffuse through the NPC like other nonspecific molecules of similar

size (Timney et al., 2016). Instead, RanGDP requires a dedicated importer, NTF2 (i.e.,

nuclear transport factor 2) (Ribbeck et al., 1998), (Smith et al., 1998), which shuttles it back

through NPCs to the nucleus. Upon re-entry, a chromatin-bound enzyme known as RanGEF

(guanine nucleotide exchange factor, also called regulator of chromatin condensation or

RCC1) (Klebe et al., 1995b), (Renault et al., 2001) then recharges RanGDP to RanGTP to

complete the cycle. Meanwhile, RanGTP•exportin•NES cargo complexes that form in the

nucleus are disassembled following GTP hydrolysis by RanGAP1 in the cytoplasm (Macara,

2001). In this manner, NCT cargo delivery and Kap recycling are energetically driven by

RanGAP1/GEF and maintained by the controlled exchange of RanGTP and RanGDP across

NPCs (Gorlich et al., 1996a), (Abu-Arish et al., 2009), (Izaurralde et al., 1997), (Kalab et al.,

2006), (Kalab et al., 2002).

As a matter of fact, Kapβ1 generally enriches the FG-Nups at steady state (Kapinos et al.,

2014), (Schoch et al., 2012), (Vovk et al., 2016), (Wagner et al., 2015), (Zahn et al., 2016)

and in NPCs (Gorlich et al., 1995b), (Kassianidou et al., 2019), (Lim et al., 2015), (Lowe et

al., 2015). Depleting this Kapβ1 pool abolishes the NPC barrier function against nonspecific

cargoes (Kapinos et al., 2017). Accordingly, we proposed that Kaps might impart a form of

“Kap-centric” control in NPCs (i) to reinforce the NPC barrier against nonspecific cargoes

and (ii) to facilitate fast Kapβ1 transport kinetics (Lim et al., 2015).
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Here, we explore the implications of Kap-centric control in preventing the uncontrolled

exchange of Ran across NPCs. Our results show that the FG-Nups alone do not optimally

restrict its movement through NPCs lacking Kaps. Instead, the presence of Kapβ1 enables the

selective partitioning of RanGTP and RanGDP into the NPC, but not passive molecules of

similar size (e.g., GFP). This partitioning is underpinned by binding interactions with Kapβ1

at the pore, which is stronger for RanGTP and weaker for RanGDP. Nevertheless, the largest

outflow occurs for RanGTP, which follows from the formation of RanGTP•Kapβ1 and its

hydrolysis to RanGDP•Kapβ1, being the more weakly bound state. Finally, our work

explains why selective transport of RanGDP is mediated by NTF2, which does so to prevent

RanGDP•Kapβ1 complex formation. On this basis, Kaps might further serve to regulate NCT

by selectively partitioning Ran within NPCs so as to prevent its uncontrolled mixing across

the NE.

2.2Kap depletion weakens the NPC barrier against RanGDP

As we previously reported (Kapinos et al., 2017), a pool of endogenous Kapβ1 (endoKapβ1)

and Kapα (endoKapα) (collectively termed endoKaps) is generally retained at the NE after

digitonin permeabilization (Figure 2-1 A). Therefore, we initially wanted to know if

endoKaps had an impact on the movement of RanGDP through NPCs (Figure 2-1 B). This

was compared against permeabilized cells that were significantly reduced of endoKaps in

NPCs after an incubation in Ran mix (Gorlich et al., 1995b), (Kapinos et al., 2017), which

resulted in a ~50% endoKapβ1 and ~80% endoKapα reduction in the nucleus and NE,

respectively (Figure 2-1 B-C). Next, we incubated both samples in 5 M exoRanGDP for 1

h until equilibration was reached within the nucleus and its exterior. This was followed by a
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short PBS wash (3 x 5 min) to investigate the extent of exoRanGDP nuclear retention in the

presence and absence of endoKaps. In comparison to the permeabilized cell control (and

under the same time conditions), exoRanGDP was reduced by ~50% in both the nucleus and

NE when endoKaps were reduced (Figure 2-1 B-C). This observation suggests that the

presence of endoKaps in NPCs impedes the outflow of exoRanGDP from the nucleus.
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Figure 2-1 Depleting Kapβ1 from the NPC liberates RanGDP from the nucleus
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) Immunofluorescence reveals the accumulation of endoKapβ1 at the NE before and

after digitonin permeabilization, signifying its retention in NPCs. Following its equilibration inside the nucleus,

more exoRanGDP is liberated out of Ran mix-treated nuclei, which reduces endoKapβ1 from NPCs. Bars, 10 µm.

(C) Fluorescence quantification of endoKapβ1, endoKapα and exoRanGDP in digitonin-permeabilized cells with

and without Ran mix. n ≥ 3, with a total of 120, 63 and 39 cells for non-permeabilized cells, digitonin-

permeabilized cells (i.e., control) and Ran mix, respectively. ****, P < 0.0001; Student’s t-test. Box plots denote

the median, first, and third quartiles. Error bars denote standard deviation, including outliers. See Table 2-1 for

details. Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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2.3Kapβ1, but not Kapα·Κapβ1, restricts RanGDP diffusion

through NPCs

To test this hypothesis, we filled endoKap-reduced nuclei with exoRanGDP, followed by 10

µM exogenous Kap1 (exoKap1) to check if exoRanGDP retention was mediated by the

exoKap 1 that had re-populated the NPCs (Figure 2-2 A). These were compared against

samples re-populated with exoKapα•Kapβ1 (20 M:10 M). As expected, exoKap1 and

exoKapα•Kapβ1 stained the NE in both cases. Much to our surprise, exoRanGDP retention

was the lowest in nuclei harboring exoKapα•Kapβ1, being 25% less than control samples that

were incubated in PBS lacking exoKaps (Figure 2-2 B-C). This difference signified that

exoKapα•Kapβ1 did not impede exoRanGDP outflow as effectively as standalone exoKap1

at the NPC, which was 20% more effective than control (Figure 2-2 B-C). Nevertheless, we

did obtain exoRanGDP signal at the NE of control cells, which suggested residual binding

with endoKaps or other NPC components (Gorlich et al., 1996b), (Partridge and Schwartz,

2009), (Schrader et al., 2008). Based on these observations, we rationalized that the NPC

might only effectively impede exoRanGDP movement based on its biochemical interactions

with the Kaps.
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Figure 2-2 Binding to Kapβ1 restricts RanGDP diffusion through NPCs
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) ExoRanGDP is retained in Ran mix-treated nuclei after being repopulated with

exoKapβ1 because of their binding at NPCs. For comparison, exoKapα•Kapβ1 does not impede the outflow of

exoRanGDP as they do not bind. Bar, 10 µm. (C) Fluorescence quantification of exoRanGDP in the nucleus and

NE at each of the above conditions. n = 3 with a total of 56, 65 and 70 cells for PBS control, 10 µM exoKap1 and

(20:10) µM exoKapα•Kapβ1 complex, respectively. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001; Student’s t-test. Box plots

denote the median, first, and third quartiles. Error bars denote standard deviation, including outliers. See Table 2-

1 for details. Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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Subsequently, binding affinity measurements of exoRanGDP and the mutant RanQ69L•GDP

against exoKap1 gave Kd = 0.5 ± 0.07 µM or Kd = 1.3 ± 0.15 µM, respectively (Figure 2-3).

This result was consistent with values in the literature (Forwood et al., 2008), (Lonhienne et

al., 2009). For comparison, Kap •Kapβ1 binding is comparably stronger (Kd = 0.2 µM)

(Bednenko et al., 2003), (Catimel et al., 2001), (Kapinos et al., 2017), potentially explaining

why exoRanGDP retention is lowest in nuclei harboring exoKapα•Kapβ1, as it is unable to

outcompete exoKap for exoKapβ1. In comparison, NPCs in control nuclei may harbor free

importins and exportins that can bind to exoRanGDP. Indeed, the nuclear and NE

exoRanGDP signal is ~30% higher for exoKap1 compared to exoKapα•Kapβ1 (Figure 2-2

B-C). Thereafter, we hypothesized that exoKapβ1 might act as a biochemical barrier against

exoRanGDP in the NPC. Conversely, a lack of binding with exoKapα•Kapβ1 facilitates a

larger outflow of exoRanGDP from the nucleus.

Figure 2-3 Microscale thermophoresis binding affinity measurements
(A) Kd = 453 ± 74.4 nM for RanGDP-Kapβ1 binding. (B) Kd= 1300 ± 147nM for RanQ69L-GDP-Kapβ1 binding.

n = 3. Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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To validate this argument, we used GFP (ca. 26 kDa), which is about the same size as Ran

but neither binds to the FG-Nups nor Kaps and therefore should not be retained at the NE. In

both cases, GFP was undetectable, indicating that neither exoKap 1 nor exoKapα•Kapβ1

could stem the outflow of GFP from the nucleus (Figure 2-4). Interestingly, this finding is

consistent with in vivo observations of small passive cargoes of equivalent size (Abu-Arish et

al., 2009), (Timney et al., 2016). Hence, this observation shows that the NPC cutoff for

nonspecific molecules does not preclude Kap occupancy at the pore.

Figure 2-4 Kapβ1 is ineffective as a barrier against GFP
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) Neither NPC-bound pools of exoKapβ1 nor exoKapα•Kapβ1 are able to stem the

outflow of GFP from the nucleus. Note: GFP quantification was not possible because of the low signal obtained in

each experiment. Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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2.4RanGTP diffusion depends on GTP hydrolysis

RanGDP is rapidly converted by RanGEF into RanGTP (kcat = 3.5 s-1) (Klebe et al., 1995a),

which binds Kap1 in the nucleus to displace Kap during NCT. Given that RanGTP•Kap1

binding is significantly stronger (Kd = 0.035 µM) (Bednenko et al., 2003), (Hahn and

Schlenstedt, 2011), (Kapinos et al., 2017) than RanGDP, we wondered how its efflux would

differ. Upon verifying that RanGEF (and RanGAP1) was present following permeabilization

(Figure 2-5), we again entrapped exoRanGDP by incubating endoKap-reduced nuclei with

10 µM exoKap 1 or exoKapα•Kapβ1 (20 M:10 M) but followed this with an energy

regenerating mixture comprising of 2 mM GTP, 0.1 mM ATP, 4 mM creatine phosphate, 20

U/mL creatine kinase (Ribbeck et al., 1998) to enable RanGEF activity (Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-5 Immunostaining of RanGAP1 and RanGEF in HeLa cells
RanGAP1 and RanGEF are present following digitonin permeabilization. See Methods for details. Reproduced

from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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Figure 2-6 RanGEF activity assay
RanGEF rapidly converts RanGDP into Ran(Mant)GTP. This conversion rate is similar for the conversion of

RanQ69L-GDP to RanQ69L-(Mant)GTP, albeit requiring a longer reaction time. See Methods for details.

Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).

Whereas exoRanGDP was withheld by exoKap1 because of its binding (Figure 2-2), we

observed a dramatic reduction of 50% inside of the nucleus and at the NE with energy mix,

indicating that exoRanGDP was switched into exoRanGTP (Figure 2-7 B-D). Indeed, the

same was true in terms of the nuclear signal when exoKapα•Kapβ1 was used, except that the

NE signal was slightly higher. Still, because both exoRanGDP•Kapβ1 and

exoRanGTP•Kapβ1 bind the FG-Nups, we questioned whether exoRanGTP efflux was

promoted by the action of RanGAP1, which hydrolyses GTP at a rate of kcat = 2.1 s-1 (Klebe

et al., 1995a).

To validate this, we used a RanQ69L mutant that could also be converted into GTP form by

RanGEF (Figure 2-6) but that could not be hydrolyzed by RanGAP1 (Klebe et al., 1995a).
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Similarly to exoRanGDP (Figure 2-2), exoKapβ1 impedes the outflow of RanQ69L•GDP,

leading to signal increase in the NE and nucleus (Figure 2-8) because of their binding

(Figure 2-3). Likewise, RanQ69L-GDP leaked out nonspecifically in the presence of

exoKapα•Kapβ1 compared to control (Figure 2-8). Markedly, however, when energy mix

was added, the nuclear signal for RanQ69L•GTP was only slightly reduced, by 10% (Figure

2-9), in comparison to exoRanGTP (ca. 50%; Figure 2-7 D) with respect to control. Hence,

the absence of hydrolysis abrogates the release of RanQ69L-GTP from the nucleus, which

remains bound to Kapβ1 inside NPCs.
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Figure 2-7 RanGTP efflux requires Kapβ1-binding and GTP hydrolysis
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) In the absence of energy mix, exoRanGDP is retained because of binding with

exoKapβ1 at NPCs. When energy mix is added, RanGEF converts exoRanGDP to exoRanGTP, which leaves the

nucleus in spite of binding to exoKapβ1 at NPCs because of GTP hydrolysis by RanGAP1. To compare, the non-

hydrolyzable mutant RanQ69L-GTP is retained in the nucleus. Bar, 10 µm. (C) Replacing exoKapβ1 with

exoKapα•Kapβ1 resulted in similar observations as (B). Bar, 10 µm. (D) Fluorescence quantification of

exoRanGDP (and/or exoRanGTP after energy mix) in the nucleus and NE at each of the above conditions. For

exoKap1, n = 3, with a total of 65 and 55 cells for PBS control and “energy mix” experiments, respectively. For

exoKapα•Kapβ1, n = 3 with a total of 85 and 77 cells for PBS control and “energy mix” experiments, respectively.

**, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001; Student’s t-test. Box plots denote the median, first, and third

quartiles. Error bars denote standard deviation, including outliers. See Table 2-1 for details. Reproduced from

(Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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Figure 2-8 Binding to Kapβ1 restricts RanQ69L-GDP diffusion through NPCs
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) ExoRanQ69L-GDP is retained in Ran mix-treated nuclei after being repopulated

with exoKapβ1 because of its binding at NPCs. For comparison, exoKapα•Kapβ1 does not impede the outflow of

exoRanQ69L-GDP because they do not bind. Bar, 10 µm. (C) Fluorescence quantification of exoRanQ69L-GDP

in the nucleus and NE at each of the above conditions. n = 3 with a total of 18, 14 and 22 cells for PBS control, 10

µM exoKap1 and (20:10) µM exoKapα•Kapβ1, respectively. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001; Student’s t-test.

Box plots denote the median, first, and third quartiles. Error bars denote standard deviation, including outliers.

See Table 2-1 for details. Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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Figure 2-9 RanQ69L-GTP is retained in the nucleus in the absence of GTP hydrolysis
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) In the absence of energy mix, RanQ69L-GDP is retained because of binding with

exoKapβ1 at NPCs. RanGEF converts RanQ69L-GDP to RanQ69L-GTP when energy mix is added. However,

RanQ69L-GTP is largely retained in the nucleus because it cannot hydrolyze GTP. Scale bar, 10 µm. (C)

Replacing exoKapβ1 with exoKapα•Kapβ1 resulted in similar observations as (B). Bar, 10 µm. (D) Fluorescence

quantification of RanQ69L-GDP (and/or RanQ69L-GTP after energy mix) in the nucleus and NE at each of the

above conditions. For exoKap  1, n = 3, with a total of 20 and 22 cells for PBS control and energy mix

experiments, respectively. For exoKapα•Kapβ1, n = 3, with a total of 16 and 22 cells for PBS control and energy

mix experiments, respectively. ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001; Student’s t-test. Box plots denote the median,

first, and third quartiles. Error bars denote standard deviation, including outliers. See Table 2-1 for details.

Reproduced from (Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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2.5NTF2 facilitates RanGDP re-import into the nucleus

So far, we have shown that Kapβ1 modulates the passage of Ran through the NPC and that

this modulation depends on the bound nucleotide. To replenish the nuclear Ran pool,

RanGDP is known to recruit NTF2 for its re-import into the nucleus (Ribbeck et al., 1998).

We therefore sought to functionally verify this fact by incorporating 4 µM exogenous NTF2

(exoNTF2) in addition to energy mix in our transport assay (Figure 2-10 A). Remarkably,

the exoRanGDP signal in the nucleus increased almost two-fold over the control in

comparison to its reduction when NTF2 was absent (Figure 2-10 B-C). Hence, this finding

confirms that NTF2 is necessary to replenish exoRanGDP in the nucleus following the

hydrolysis of exoRanGTP by RanGAP1 at the NPC cytoplasmic periphery.
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Figure 2-10 NTF2 facilitates RanGDP import into the nucleus
(A) Experimental sequence. (B) Energy mix converts exoRanGDP to exoRanGTP. This is subsequently lost from

the nucleus when exoRanGTP is hydrolyzed to exoRanGDP in the presence of exoKap  1 (Fig 3). Thereafter,

adding NTF2 facilitates exoRanGDP import back into the nucleus. Bar, 10 µm. (C) Fluorescence quantification of

exoRanGDP (and/or exoRanGTP after energy mix) in the nucleus and NE at each of the above conditions. n = 3

with a total of 39, 53 and 44 cells for PBS control, energy mix, and energy mix plus NTF2 experiments,

respectively. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001; Student’s t-test. Box plots denote the median, first, and third

quartiles. Error bars denote standard deviation, including outliers. See Table 2-1 for details. Reproduced from

(Barbato and Kapinos et al., 2020).
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Specific condition (compared to the respective control)
p-values

Nucleus NE
Fi
gu
re
2 -
1

endoKap1: Ran mix vs. digitonin perm. (ctr)

endoKapα: Ran mix vs. digitonin perm. (ctr)

exoRanGDP: Ran mix vs. digitonin perm. (ctr)

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

Fi
gu
re
2 -
2 exoRanGDP: exoKap1 vs. PBS (ctr)

exoRanGDP: exoKap•Kap1 vs. PBS (ctr)

0.0068

0.0001

0.089

0.0001

Fi
gu
re
2 -
7 exoRanGDP w/ exoKap1: Energy mix vs. PBS (ctr)

exoRanGDP w/ exoKap•Kap1: Energy mix vs. PBS (ctr)

0.0001

0.0008

0.0034

0.12

Fi
gu
re
2 -
8

RanQ69L-GDP: exoKap1 vs. PBS (ctr)

RanQ69L-GDP: exoKap•Kap1 vs. PBS (ctr)

0.0001

0.0001

0.088

0.0001

Fi
gu
re
2 -
9 RanQ69L-GDP w/ exoKap1: Energy mix vs. PBS (ctr)

RanQ69L-GDP w/ exoKap •Kap 1: Energy mix vs. PBS
(ctr)

0.0001

0.0008

0.9

0.0004

Fi
gu
re
2 -
10

exoRanGDP w/ exoKap1: Energy mix vs. PBS (ctr)

exoRanGDP w/ exoKap1: Energy mix + NTF2 vs. PBS (ctr)

0.002

0.0001

0.0001

0.22

Table 2-1 Summary of Student’s t-test
P > 0.05 denotes that the observed differences are not significant; P < 0.05 denotes significant differences

between the median values of the two independent data sets. *, P <0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P <

0.0001 are used to indicate the significance in the box plots shown in the figures. Reproduced from (Barbato and

Kapinos et al., 2020).
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2.6Implications of Ran partitioning in NPCs

We teased apart conditions under which NPCs might regulate Ran transport. Clearly, the in

vivo behavior of Ran depends on the distribution of the different Kapβ1 complexes that co-

exist at the NPC; whose distribution is presently unknown. Still, certain qualitative

predictions can be made from the current findings. First and foremost, Ran is smaller than the

nonspecific NPC limit (Paine et al., 1975), (Popken et al., 2015), (Timney et al., 2016) and

does not bind to the FG-Nups in either nucleotide-bound state. Hence, its transport regulation

to establish the Ran gradient and NCT directionality is inconsistent with NPC models that

invoke FG-Nup behavior to explain barrier function (Figure 2-11) (Frey and Gorlich, 2007),

(Labokha et al., 2013), (Lim et al., 2007), (Rout et al., 2000), (Yamada et al., 2010). Instead,

this involves Kapβ1 that serves as a bona fide constituent of the NPC barrier mechanism as

we proposed in terms of Kap-centric control (Kapinos et al., 2017), (Kapinos et al., 2014),

(Lim et al., 2015). Hence, our results predict that the absence of Kapβ1 at the pore precludes

Ran partitioning leading to uncontrolled mixing across the NE.

On the basis of their interactions, the selective partitioning of Ran in the NPC depends on its

nucleotide-bound form and the specific Kapβ1 complexes that reside within it (Figure 2-11).

Therefore, we note that this “barrier” is biochemical in nature and not based on physical size

exclusion, as is generally invoked for large nonspecific cargoes (Kapinos et al., 2017). At the

pore, RanGDP is hindered by weak interactions with standalone Kapβ1 (Forwood et al.,

2008), (Lonhienne et al., 2009) to form RanGDP•Kap1, which remains bound to the FG-

Nups. This explains why RanGDP is retained in NPCs compared to other small nonspecific

molecules that lack either Kapβ1 or FG-Nup binding (i.e., GFP) (Timney et al., 2016).
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Consequently, RanGDP may remain within the NPCs long enough to be converted into

RanGTP by RanGEF. Conversely, RanGDP is not retained by Kapα•Kapβ1 at the NPC

because of its lack of binding.

Figure 2-11 Kapβ1 controls Ran partitioning in NPCs
Left - An uncontrolled mixing of RanGDP, RanGTP and nonspecific cargoes is predicted to occur when NPCs lack

Kaps. Right – Model describing how Kaps might selectively control Ran partitioning in the NPC as described in

(A). Dashed line = weak binding. Solid lines = diffusion. See text for details. Reproduced from (Barbato and

Kapinos et al., 2020).

In contrast, RanGTP binds to standalone Kapβ1 as well as Kapα•Kapβ1 thereby leading to

the release of Kapα. As opposed to its uncontrolled diffusion, RanGTP is retained and cannot

easily depart from the NPC in RanGTP•Kap1 form because of FG-Nup binding. To do so,

GTP hydrolysis by RanGAP1 is required to facilitate its departure from the NPC cytoplasmic

periphery by converting a strongly bound species (RanGTP•Kap  1) to a weakly bound

species (RanGDP•Kap1). This is evidenced in the increased retention of non-hydrolyzable

RanQ69L-GTP at the pore. Being a weak complex, RanGDP may be further outcompeted

and displaced by incoming Kapα at the cytoplasmic periphery. Taken together, this finding

suggests that GTP hydrolysis plays a regulatory role in releasing RanGTP from the nucleus.
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Surprisingly, the biochemical barrier provided by Kap1 does not have an impact on other

small molecules, such as GFP, which may still permeate the NPC. Such a scenario may apply

to RanGDP (i) following RanGTP hydrolysis or (ii) if Kapα•Kapβ1 dominates at the NPC.

However, it would be rapidly shuttled back into the nucleus by NTF2, which binds RanGDP

with a Kd = 75-240 nM. This is even stronger than RanGDP•Kap1 and may even serve to

displace RanGDP from Kap1. As a matter of fact, RanGDP•NTF2 import (Kubitscheck et

al., 2005) is considerably faster (~5 ms) than freely diffusing RanGDP (Ribbeck et al., 1998)

or other small nonspecific molecules (Timney et al., 2016), resulting in active translocations

that are estimated to be 260 Ran per NPC per second (Smith et al., 2002). Moreover, Kapβ1

appears to expedite the FG-Nup binding kinetics of NTF2 (Wagner et al., 2015). In this way,

any loss of RanGDP within the cytoplasm is minimized by NTF2 thereby ensuring a high

Ran concentration in the nucleus.

To conclude, we found that Kapβ1 selectively partitions Ran in the NPC. Minimizing its free

diffusion not only prevents the uncontrolled mixing of RanGTP and RanGDP across the NE

but also maximizes the efficiency of energy conversion that drives NCT directionality. This

finding highlights another potential feature of Kap-centric control besides (i) reinforcing the

FG-Nups against large nonspecific cargoes and (ii) promoting the facilitated diffusion of

Kap-cargo complexes. More generally, our findings support a view whereby NPCs may

prevent an uncontrolled leakage of small cargoes that specifically interact with it (Frey et al,

2018). Hence, it might be important to consider how Kaps influence Ran behavior at the NPC

together with the enzymatic activity of RanGAP1 and RanGEF (Becskei and Mattaj, 2003),

(Gorlich et al., 2003), (Kopito and Elbaum, 2009), (Riddick and Macara, 2005), (Smith et al.,

2002).
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2.7Materials and Methods

2.7.1Permeabilized cell assay

HeLa cells were washed with PBS and then permeabilized with 40 µg/mL digitonin (5 min

incubation time). After permeabilization, the cells were washed with PBS three times for 5

min. Then, the cells were incubated with Ran mix (2 mM GTP, 0.1 mM ATP, 4 mM creatine

phosphate, 20 U/mL creatine kinase, 5 µM RanGDP, 4 µM NTF2, and 1 mM DTT) for 1 h.

Afterward, the cells were washed with PBS three times for 5 min each. Then 5 µM RanGDP-

AlexaFluor 647 (degree of labelling: DOL = 1) or 5 µM RanQ69L-GDP-AlexaFluor 647 was

added to cells for 1 h at room temperature. Depending on the assay, some samples underwent

a triple washing step in PBS for 5 min each. Next, permeabilized cells were immediately

fixed with 4% formalin, stained with DAPI, mounted on the sample glass using Vectashield

(Vector Labs) and imaged. For the exogenous Kap repopulation assays, the cells were not

washed after exoRanGDP incubation but instead were directly incubated with exoKap 1,

exoKap•Kap1 or PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Subsequently, the cells were washed

and fixed, except when energy mix (2 mM GTP, 0.1 mM ATP, 4 mM creatine phosphate, 20

U/mL creatine kinase) (Lowe et al., 2015) was added for 30 min, or when PBS was added as

a control. After a triple washing step in PBS for 5 min each, the cells were also immediately

fixed with 4% formalin and mounted on the microscope slide using Vectashield medium. For

the NTF2 assay, the same procedure used for the energy mix-based assay was followed but

with the addition of NTF2 with energy mix.

2.7.2Immunofluorescence

HeLa cells were washed with PBS and then permeabilized with 40 ug/mL digitonin. After

permeabilization, the cells were washed with PBS three times for 5 min each. Upon washing,
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cells were incubated in primary antibody solution for 1 h at room temperature. For detection

of endoKap we used goat anti-Kap (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) diluted 1:50. For detection

of endoKap we used mouse anti-Kap (Abcam) diluted 1:200. For detection of RanGEF we

used mouse anti-RanGEF (Sigma) diluted 1:50. For detection of RanGAP1 we used goat

anti-RanGAP1 (Everest Biotech) diluted 1:50. All dilutions were made in 1x PBS/5% BSA

solution. Next, cells were washed with 1x PBS/5% BSA solution three times for 5 min.

Afterward, cells were incubated with 1:400 diluted fluorescently tagged secondary antibodies:

anti-mouse-AlexaFluor-568 (Abcam) and anti-goat-AlexaFluor-488 (Abcam). In addition,

DAPI solution was added. Subsequently, the cells were again washed three times with 1x

PBS/5% BSA solution and then fixed with 4% formalin.

2.7.3Protein expression and purification

Five different proteins were used in this work: Kap  1,

Kap, Ran WT, Ran Q69L and NTF2. All proteins were purified on an �ktam roteinm urificat

ionm ystemm �ktam urifierm 00/10m ystem,m Em ealthcare).m hem inalm uritym fm llm hem roteinsm

asm nalyzedm ym 2%m AGEm tm .1%m DSm ndm heirm oncentrationm asm eterminedm ym bsorpt

ionm easurementsm tm 80m m.

2.7.3.1Kap1

A full-length human Kap  1 was cloned, expressed and purified as described elsewhere

(Kapinos et al., 2014). Briefly, the 876 residues long full-length human Kapβ1 was amplified

by PCR and cloned into a NcoI-BamHI digested pETM-11 expression vector with an N-

terminal His6-tag and TEV-cleavage site (MKH-HHHHHPMSDYDIPTTENLYFQGA). An
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His-tagged Kapβ1 was grown at 37°C to OD600 0.5 in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, expressed

overnight at 22°C and induced by 0.5 mM IPTG. The cells were collected and lysed with the

addition of lysozyme (1h at 4°C, 10 mg/3000 ml bacterial culture) in buffer (10 mM Tris, pH

7.5/100 mM NaCl/1 mM DTT/ 10 mM Imidazole) that additionally contained DNase,

Pefabloc and other protein inhibitors (Roche Complete EDTA Free). Just before the

centrifugation, cell lysate was sonicated at 40% for 5 min (3 sec on, 4 sec off). The lysates

were spun down at 25000 g for 1 h, after which the supernatant was applied onto a Ni-NTA

column (cOmplete His-tag purification column, Roche) in buffer (10 mM Tris, pH

7.5/100mM NaCl/1 mM DTT/ 10 mM Imidazole). The recombinant Kapβ1 was eluted using

imidazole gradient (10 mM to 500 mM). The Kapβ1-rich fractions were pooled and purified

using size exclusion (HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 prep grade, GE Healthcare) in buffer (10

mM Tris, pH 7.5/100mM NaCL/1 mM DTT). The collected fractions of the purified

Kapβ1were pooled together, concentrated to 15–20 μM. The protein was shock-frozen using

liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C.

2.7.3.2Kap

A full-length human Kap construct (Addgene template pCMVTNT-T7-KPNA2; plasmid

26678) was cloned into the pQE70 vector using EcoRI–BamII restriction enzymes with His6

tag at their C-terminus with a short linker (-GSRSHHHHHH) that does not affect the

complex formation of this protein with Kapβ1. An His-tagged Kap was grown at 37°C to

OD600 0.5 in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells and expressed overnight at 22°C induced by 0.5 mM

IPTG. The cells were collected and lysed with the addition of lysozyme (60 min, 10 mg/3000

ml bacterial culture) in buffer (50 mM Na-Pi pH 7.5 / 200 mM NaCl / 10 mM Imidazole / 1%

Tween 20 / 2 mM beta-Mercapto / 10% Glycerol), which also contained Dnase, Pefabloc and
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other protein inhibitors (Roche Complete EDTA Free). Just before the centrifugation, cell

lysate was sonicated at 40% for 5 min (3 sec on, 4 sec off). The lysates were spun down at

25000 g for 1 h, after which the supernatant was applied onto a Ni-NTA column (cOmplete

His-tag purification column, Roche) in buffer (50 mM Na-Pi pH 7.5 / 200 mM NaCl / 10 mM

Imidazole / 1% Tween 20 / 2 mM beta-Mercapto / 10% Glycerol). This procedure resulted in

the elution of recombinant Kap using an imidazole gradient from 10 mM to 500 mM.

Finally, Kapα monomers were separated and isolated using a Superdex 200 column (20 mM

Tris pH 7.5 / 100 mM NaCl / 2 mM DTT / 10% Glycerol), and the collected fractions were

stored at −80°C.

2.7.3.3Ran WT and Q69L

A plasmid (pQE32) with a full-length RanQ69L construct (the non-hydrolyzing mutant of Ra

n) was a gift of U. Kutay (ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland). BL21 competent cells were tran

sformed with the construct and expressed at 24°C overnight after being induced by 0.5 M IPT

G. The cells were collected and lysed for 1 h at 4°C using the following buffer: 50 mM Hepe

s-KOH, pH 7, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, and 20 mM imidazole with additio

n of 40 μl DNase (10 mg/ml), Pefobloc, Roche cOmplete EDTA free and lysozyme. Just befo

re the centrifugation, cell lysate was sonicated at 40% for 5 min (3 sec on, 4 sec off), after wh

ich the lysates were spun down at 25000 g for 1 h. Finally, Ran WT and RanQ69L were purif

ied using a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni- NTA) column (Roche) in an imidazole gradient (2

0–500 mM), after which the proteins were dialyzed into a 10 mM Hepes buffer, pH 7.2 with

200 mM NaCl for 1 h at 4°C. In order to add GDP or GTP nucleotides, the purified proteins

were incubated for 30 min at 4°C with 10 mM EDTA and 1 mM nucleotides, respectively. A

25 mM of excess MgCl2 was added ensuring MgCl2 and GTP or GDP binding to nucleotide-
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free Ran. Loaded proteins were dialyzed into PBS buffer, pH 7.2 (GIBCO by Life Sciences),

in the presence of 1 mM MgCl2 and isolated using an �ktam urifierm nm m olumnm Superdexm

5m iLoadm 6/60;m E).m hem urifiedm roteinm asm hock-frozenm singm iquidm itrogenm ndm toredm

tm 80m C.m ypicalm tockm oncentrationsm fm othm roteinsm erem ∼25–30 μM.

2.7.3.4NTF2

The 127 residues long full-length rat NTF2 coding sequence was cloned into the NdeI and

XhoI sites of the T7 expression vector pET15b with an N-terminal His6-tag

(MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSHM). The E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) CodonPlus RIL was

transformed with the construct and grown at 37°C to OD600 0.5 and expressed overnight at

22°C induced by 0.5 mM IPTG. Cells were collected and lysed by incubation with lysozyme

(1h at 4°C) in buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5/100 mM NaCl/1 mM DTT/10mM Imidazole),

which additionally contained Dnase, Pefabloc and protein inhibitors. After lysis, before the

centrifugation, cell lysates were sonicated at 40% for 5 min (3 sec on, 4 sec off), and cell

lysates were then spun down at 25000 g for 1h at 4°C. A Ni-NTA column (cOmplete His-tag

purification column, Roche) was used for supernatant using Tris-based buffer (10 mM Tris,

pH 7.5/100mM NaCl/1 mM DTT, 10 mM Imidazole), resulting in NTF2 elution using an

Imidazole gradient from 10 mM to 500 mM. NTF2-rich fractions were pooled and run

through a size exclusion column (HiLoad 16/60 Superdex S-75, GE Healthcare) in

phosphate-buffered saline (GIBCO PBS, Lifetechnologies). Purified protein was shock-

frozen using liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. Typical stock concentrations of NTF2 were

∼250–300 μM.
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2.7.4Protein labelling

Recombinant proteins were labeled with fluorescent dyes (1:5 ratio) for 2 h at room

temperature in light-protected vials. AlexaFluor 647 maleimide (Invitrogen) was used to label

Ran WT or RanQ69L. AlexaFluor 488 maleimide (Invitrogen) was used to label Kapβ1. Atto

550 maleimide (Sigma Aldrich) was used to label Kap . Spin columns (GE Healthcare,

Lifesciences) were used to remove excessive dye. The degree of the labelling (DOL) was

calculated following Nanodrop UV-Vis spectrometry to measure the respective dye and

protein absorptions.

2.7.5RanGEF activity assay

A Synergy H1 Hybrid Multi-Mode Monochromator Fluorescence Microplate Reader (BioTek)

was used to measure the enzymatic activity of RanGEF to exchange RanGDP to RanGTP

(Klebe et al., 1995a). 1 µl of 3 µM RanGEF (final concentration: 30 nM) was added to 100 µl

of 5 µM RanGDP (WT or Q69L mutant) and 200 µM (Mant)GTP (Sigma) in PBS buffer at

25°C (Fig S4). As control, we repeated the experiments without RanGEF in order to monitor

the non-catalyzed rate of the GDP-GTP exchange. The fluorescent signal was monitored at

two wavelengths: 335 nm (excitation at 292 nm; internal tryptophan fluorescence) and 450

nm (excitation at 370 nm; Mant nucleotide fluorescence). Fluorescence change was

normalized by control experiments lacking RanGEF.

2.7.6Confocal imaging and image analysis

Fluorescence images were obtained at room temperature using an LSM700 upright confocal

microscope with an oil-immersed 63x objective and multialkali PMT detector type.

Fluorescence intensity quantification was performed using CellProfiler software. DAPI
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staining was used to define a region of interest (ROI). In order to define the NE, the DAPI

ROI was reduced by 5 pixels and simultaneously expanded by 5 pixels (Pixel Size (XY): 0.04

(µm) x 0.04 (µm)). The region between these two selections was assigned as “NE ROI,” and

the area inside of the reduced ROI was assigned as “nucleus ROI.” These regions were then

used to quantify the mean fluorescence intensity of exoRan at NE and inside the nucleus,

respectively. In each case during the calculation of the fraction of exoRan, the Ran

fluorescence intensity was normalized by the signal obtained with the PBS-treated sample as

a control. The analyzed cell numbers are specified in the figure legend.

2.7.7Microscale electrophoresis (MST)

The efficiency of the recombinantly expressed RanGDP or RanQ69L-GDP binding to Kapβ1

was verified using microscale thermophoresis (MST). To 100 nM of the Kapβ1 labeled with

maleimide AlexaFluor488 (DOL = 2), an increasing concentration of RanGDP or RanQ69L-

GDP was added. The final test solutions contained 50 nM of Kapβ1-488 and the following

Ran concentrations: 0.00031 µM, 0.000625 µM, 0.00125 µM, 0.0025 µM, 0.005, µM, 0.01

µM, 0.019 µM, 0.039 µM, 0.078 µM, 0.156 µM, 0.3125 µM, 0.625 µM, 1.25 µM, 2.5 µM, 5

µM 10 µM. These solutions were loaded into the glass capillaries (Monolith NT.115 capillary,

standard treatment MO-K002, NanoTemper), and the change of the normalized fluorescence

(‰ Fnorm) was measured (60% laser power, 100% LED power, 30 sec laser on / 10 sec laser

off) using Nanotemper Monolith NT.115 (NanoTemper).
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3In vitro reconstitution of Pom121 and

Ndc1 into liposomes

3.1Introduction

Living cells are the machines of life (Goodsell, 2009). The sophistication of eukaryotic cells

is underscored by the prevalence of organelles that encapsulate different contents within

specialized membrane-bound microenvironments (Cooper and Hausman, 2000). This

separation from the bulk intracellular space facilitates the coexistence of diverse biochemical

reactions that culminate into synergistic cellular functions. However, for this to proceed,

specific proteins have to be sorted and delivered to exact locations within the complex

cellular milieu (i.e., protein targeting) (Blobel, 2000), which is physically unprecedented. To

illustrate this, the gene expression is mediated by the spatial separation of transcription and

translation that occurs in the nucleus and cytoplasm, respectively.

From an abiological perspective, artificial organelles, molecular factories and nanoreactors

are membrane-bound molecular systems that are envisaged to replicate or harness the

efficacy and complexity of the cellular function (Leduc et al., 2007). This constitutes a shift

from a “one-flask one-reaction” paradigm to a system where cross-regulated reactions take

place under spatiotemporal control (Drexler, 1999). However, this change introduces basic

logistical challenges that remain unaddressed. For instance, it is unclear how the various

proteins and enzymes (henceforth termed “molecular modules”) are recruited into an artificial

organelle to drive such cross-reactions. Nature has found a solution to the problem of

molecular logistics in the context of NCT regulation. Accordingly, we propose that an
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analogous system may be harnessed to regulate molecular logistics in artificial organelles and

other biosynthetic systems.

3.2Molecular Factories

Molecular compartments can be constructed from lipid membranes that form liposomes

(Engelman, 2005), (van Meer et al., 2008) or from amphiphilic polymers that form polymeric

membranes and vesicles, known as “polymersomes” (Klok and Lecommandoux, 2001),

(Kowal et al., 2013). Based on their enhanced mechanical and chemical stability (Discher and

Eisenberg, 2002), polymer-based membranes are increasingly being favored for use as

building blocks of biomimetic membranes (LoPresti et al., 2009). Since their discovery, the

encapsulation efficacy of polymersomes has been shown to protect sugars, enzymes and

proteins against proteolytic attack (Meier et al., 2000), (Nardin et al., 2001). Several

transmembrane proteins have been successfully inserted into the polymeric membrane to

render the polymersome permeable to ions and small molecules (Garni et al., 2017).

Importantly, this permeability allows for a product or substrate to be exchanged with the

outside environment so as to support in situ reactions within the encapsulated entities

(Balasubramanian et al., 2010). For instance, the insertion of gramicidin and ionomycin into

the polymersome membrane enables the transport of monovalent (H+, Na+ and K+) (Lomora

et al., 2015a) and divalent cations (Ca2+) (Lomora et al., 2015b), respectively. Moreover,

electrical and chemical gradients have been generated by irradiating and activating

polymersomes harboring light-driven proton pumps, such as bacteriorhodopsin (Choi and

Montemagno, 2007) and proteorhodopsin (Hua et al., 2011). The reconstitution of aquaporin-

0 (AQP0) further has yielded intrinsically osmoregulatory polymersomes that have been able

to transport water molecules across their polymeric membranes (Stoenescu et al., 2004).
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To transport larger molecules, α-hemolysin, which bears an inner channel diameter of 2.6

nm, has enabled the exchange of ions and vital molecules (i.e., ATP) (Nallani et al., 2011),

while molecules of up to 600 Da could traverse the  3.3 nm-diameter outer membrane

protein F (OmpF) and diffuse into the polymersomes (Nardin et al., 2001). To further bio-

catalyze reactions, (Einfalt et al., 2015) OmpF was chemically modified with a molecular cap

that acted as a pH responsive gate that could be thus opened by lowering the pH. In this

manner, a modified OmpF-bearing polymersome served as a nanoreactor, converting the

influx of chromogenic substrate 3,3`,5,5`-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) using a pre-

encapsulated model enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP) within its lumen. Furthermore,

entrapping antioxidant enzymes within a polymeric membrane that was leaky to reactive

oxygen species (ROS) could effectively accelerate the ROS detoxification within cells under

oxidative stress (Tanner et al., 2013). As a step toward multicompartmentalization, two

different nanoreactors bearing two different enzymes could be encapsulated into a larger

polymersome (Klyszejko et al., 2008) and be used to control a cascade reaction across the

compartmental boundaries (Tanner et al., 2013).

In spite of the abovementioned breakthroughs, the transport into proteopolymersomes is

largely restricted to ions and small molecules based on size exclusion, as defined by the inner

diameter of the membrane proteins. In contrast, an ideal molecular factory would resemble a

cell, where a number of molecular modules would perform different activities (Figure 3-1).

However, if a more cell-like system is to be envisaged, it will be necessary to transport

diverse substances into and out of a proteopolymersome, depending on the following

questions:
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(i)How many different types of molecular modules, enzymes and essential proteins are

needed to construct a functional “molecular factory”?

(ii)What are the optimal concentrations needed for such molecular modules to function?

(iii)How large are the molecular modules under consideration, and how should they be

encapsulated or imported?

(iv)How will the transport of essential reactants, ligands and metabolites be regulated?

(v)How will the reaction by-products be removed from the proteopolymersome interior

and moved to the external environment?

(vi)What can be used as an energy source to sustain the longevity and turnover of such

reactions?

Hence, this emphasizes the need for a more advanced form of molecular logistics that goes

beyond passive diffusion and the constraints imposed by size exclusion. Such a molecular

logistic system should facilitate the continuous transport of large and small cargoes, from

proteins to metabolites based on biochemical specificity and not size exclusion per se.

Moreover, this process should include an energy supply so as to dictate the directionality of

transport in order to accumulate cargoes within the proteopolymersome (i.e., against

concentration gradients) as well as to ensure an efficient turnover of the reaction by-products.

Quite remarkably, these key ingredients constitute the NCT regulation in eukaryotic cells.
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Figure 3-1 Cartoon depicting nano-porous molecular factories that can selectively accumulate molecular
modules for the compartmentalized control of enzymatic reactions
A molecular factory should harbor (bio)chemically selective nanopores (1) that are able to selectively transport

molecular modules from outside (2) for a reaction within a factory and later on, re-use the reaction products for

the feedback regulation and communication between factories (3). Reproduced from (Vujica et al., 2016).

3.3NPC mimics

The mechanism of NCT highlights several hierarchical principles (Terry et al., 2007) that

surpass the basic encapsulation/size exclusion and that may be applied to artificial systems.

In fact, solid-state nanopores and polymeric membranes that incorporate FG-Nups (artificial

NPCs) have been shown to exert NPC-like properties (Jovanovic-Talisman et al., 2009),

(Kowalczyk et al., 2011). FG-Nup-functionalized surfaces have also been shown to

reconstitute selective transport in two-dimensions (Schleicher et al., 2014). Accordingly, this

presents a molecular logistics paradigm for regulating transport and communication between

artificial organelles (i.e., “artificial nuclei”), which can be broken down into the following

constituent parts:
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1.NPC-like selective nanopores that are wide enough (> 10 nm) to accommodate a

diverse range of molecular entrants of varying sizes. To prevent unwanted infiltration,

each nanopore should be assembled with a stimuli-responsive “barrier” that regulates

the permeability and porosity of the artificial nuclei. A priori the barrier repels

nonspecific entities but facilitates the translocation of molecular “keys” (see below)

based on biochemical recognition. This imparts a property of anti-fouling that

prevents nonspecific macromolecules from clogging the pores within a complex

milieu (Wu et al., 2008). Thus, biosynthetic alternatives to the FG-Nups might

include chemically derived biorecognition polymers (Barbey et al., 2009).

2.Kap-like molecular “keys” that gain selective and exclusive access through the

nanopore by exerting specific biochemical interactions with the stimuli-responsive

barrier. Additionally, such “keys” have to recognize and bind molecular cargoes (i.e.,

the main molecules of interest) (see below). Possible candidates include bispecific

antibodies (Pluckthun and Pack, 1997) or antibody variants (Chan and Carter, 2010).

3.A suite of cargoes (e.g., molecular modules, enzymes or other essential proteins) that do

not interact with the stimuli-responsive barrier but instead bear signal-specific tags

(e.g., NLS) that the molecular keys recognize and bind to. In this manner, cargoes

traverse the nanopore by “hitchhiking” along with the molecular key.

4.Employing a “host,” such as RanGTP, inside the artificial nuclei that facilitates cargo

release from the key upon entering the luminal space. After encapsulation, an outflow

of cargo is minimized for the same reason that a key was required to enter the

artificial nucleus in the first place.

5.An energy source that provides feedback recycles the keys and replenishes the “host.”

This source provides the driving force to ensure transport directionality, continuity

and accumulation against concentration gradients.
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The most challenging task in the construction of such molecular machines is to create

functional NPC-like pores (sufficiently large) in the mobile micro-sized vesicles, such as in

giant liposomes or polymersomes. One of the possibilities to manage this task is to create a

minimalistic NPC still constructed from the essential nucleoporins. With this in mind, we

decided to use the trans-membrane nucleoporins (TM-Nups), Pom121 and Ndc1, which we

expected to be sufficient to assemble the pre-NPC pores.

3.4Cell-Free membrane protein expression and their

incorporation into liposomes

We took inspiration from how NPCs perform the transport function in eukaryotic cells, and

we explored the first steps toward developing membrane-bound molecular factories that

translocate specific cargoes. We exploited the knowledge of TM-Nups and reconstituted two

of the most conserved members into soybean phospholipid liposomes (Madrid et al., 2006).

In yeast, the Ndc1 interaction network with other POMs (Pom152 and Pom34) and soluble

Nups (Nup53 and Nup59) was shown to be crucial for NPC assembly and maintenance

(Onischenko et al., 2009). Whether those interactions involve extensive lipid remodeling to

initiate the NPC biogenesis remains an open question. Hence, in order to develop an NPC-

inspired molecular factory, we used a wheat-germ-based in vitro transcription and translation

system to efficiently express and incorporate Pom121 and Ndc1 into synthetic liposomes

(Figure 3-2) (Goren et al., 2009).
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Figure 3-2 Outline of wheat germ cell-free expression system
Wheat germ extract is prepared from the wheat, while DNA template is transcribed in a tube. Two components mix

together during translation reaction. The outcome is a protein. Reproduced from (Harbers, 2014).

3.4.1Proteoliposome preparation

The full-length coding region of Ndc1-eGFP and Pom121 was amplified by PCR from

parental plasmid using two primers (Table 3-1) containing SgfI and PmeI restriction sites.

Pom121
Forward Primer GCC GCGATCGC ATGTCTCCGGCGGCTGCGGC

Reverse Primer GCC GTTTAAAC CTA ATGGTGATGGTGATGATG
CCCCGCCTCCTTGGG

Ndc1
Forward Primer GCC GCGATCGC ATGGCCACGGCCGTGAGCC

Reverse Primer GCC GTTTAAAC CTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG

Table 3-1 Primers used for Pom121 and Ndc1 amplification

Afterward, the PCR products were digested with SgfI and PmeI and cloned into a wheat-

germ-based pEU-Flexi expression vector: pEU-C-His_FV with Bar-CAT cassette at the

EcoICRI and SgfI sites (Table 3-2)
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Restriction enzyme Restriction site

SgfI 5’...GCGAT CGC...3’

PmeI 5'...GTTT^AAAC...3'

EcoICRI 5’…GAG^CTC… 3’

Table 3-2 Restriction enzymes used for Pom121 and Ndc1 digestion

The sequence of the inserted fragment was confirmed by DNA sequencing. The same

procedure was followed for Pom121.

As for the DNA amplification, the E. coli strain DH5alpha was transformed with either the

pEu-Ndc1-eGFP-C-6 His construct or the pEu-Pom121-C-6His construct. Both constructs

carried an antibiotic resistant gene, which confers resistance to Ampicillin. The transformed

DH5alpha cells were grown in the presence of Ampicillin at 37°C overnight. In order to

grow a sufficient number of bacteria to isolate enough of the plasmid DNA, we used a liquid

culture with Luria broth (LB) medium. Subsequently, the colonies were picked and used to

pre-inoculate 3 mL LB medium with 100 µg/ml of Ampicillin. After 6 h at 37°C, the pre-

inoculate was used to inoculate 150 mL of LB medium with 100 µg/ml Ampicillin and left at

37°C for 16 h. The next step was to isolate the DNA using the ZymoPURE™ Midi PrepKit

(Zymo Research, USA). To confirm the quality of DNA, we measured the absorbance and

the respective A260/A280 was within a range of 1.5–2.5.

A highly purified plasmid DNA is a prerequisite for successful in vitro transcription and

translation. Hence, the obtained plasmids were further purified by proteinase-K treatment in

order to remove the RNase. In both cases, the plasmids were treated with proteinase-K

(Sigma Aldrich, USA) for at least 1 h at 37°C in 1x proteinase-K buffer. The 10x buffer used

with proteinase K is 100 mM Tris-HCL, pH 8.0, containing 50 mM EDTA and 1% (w/v)
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SDS. The Proteinase K solution was prepared with the addition of 0.5 mg of proteinase K to

1 mL of 10x proteinase K buffer.

An additional purification step, which consisted of removing the remaining proteins, was

accomplished with 1:1 phenol/chloroform solution (Sigma) followed by precipitation with

sodium acetate and ethanol. A phenol-chloroform extraction is a liquid-liquid extraction. It

separates mixtures of molecules according to their different solubilities in two different

immiscible liquids. As a last step, the DNA pellet was dissolved by adjusting the volume of

the Mili-Q water (18.2 MΩ-cm) in order to obtain a final concentration of 1 μg/μL, which

served as a template for mRNA production.

In vitro transcription was performed at 37°C for 6 h according to the CellFree Sciences (CFS)

protocol. In brief, an SP6 promoter drives the expression of the gene of interest in a pEU

Flexi vector. 100 ng/µL of purified plasmid was incubated for 6 h at 37°C with 1x

transcription buffer, 2.5 mM NTP mix and 60 units each of RNA polymerase and RNasin

(i.e., RNAse inhibitor). The NTP mix contained ATP, GTP, CTP and UTP. During the

transcription reaction, the RNA polymerase produced mRNA as the main product and

pyrophosphate (PPi) as by-product, with Mg2+ as cofactor. Hence, during a successful

transcription a white precipitate of magnesium pyrophosphate was formed. The newly

produced mRNA served as a template for the translation reaction happening in the next step.

In a test phase, the translation was performed using two different methods (Figure 3-3).

Given that the yield was higher with the bilayer method, we continued using it throughout the

whole study. The reaction mixture and its components were layered at the bottom followed
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by an undisturbed layering of SUB-AMIX solution (1x) on the top. The reaction mixture was

composed by mRNA, 1x SUB-AMIX solution (translation buffer), wheat germ extract

(WGE7240, 60 O.D.), asolectin liposomes (10 mg/mL) and creatine kinase (40 ng/µL). The

SUB-AMIX solution is a translation buffer containing amino acids, ATP and the cofactors

needed to carry out the translation reaction. The rationale behind these selections is that such

a diffusion system enables a continuous supply of substrates while removing small by-

products through a phase between the two mixtures (translation and substrate mixtures). In

our case, given that Ndc1 has the eGFP tag, we incubated the entire reaction mixture in the

dark for 20 h at 15°C.

Figure 3-3 Schematic representation of two cell-free translation methods
The bilayer mode reaction method is based on a two-layers solutions approach: The bottom solution contains

mRNA and cell-free extract, while the upper layer solution contains mRNA and cell-free extract. The upper layer

solution consists of translation components. In a similar manner, the dialysis method consists of two separated

systems, where the outer system supplies the energy with amino acids and cofactors through the membrane to an

mRNA located in an inner system, together with the wheat-germ extract. Reproduced from (Goren et al., 2009).

3.4.2Purification of proteoliposomes

The newly produced proteoliposomes were separated and purified from the soluble

components of the wheat germ extract by Accudenz (Accurate Chemical and Scientific

Corporation, Westbury, U.S.A.)-based density gradient ultracentrifugation (Figure 3-4). The
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total translation product was treated with 0.3 M KCl for 5 min at room temperature (RT),

followed by layering of the total mix at the bottom of a clear ultracentrifuge tube (total

volume of 5 mL). An equal volume of 80% Accudenz (prepared in 25 mM HEPES pH 7.5,

100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol; hereafter, gradient buffer) was thoroughly mixed with the

translation mix. This layer was followed by the layering of 3 mL of 30% Accudenz on top of

the freshly prepared 40% Accudenz bottom gradient. Finally, 1 mL of gradient buffer was

layered to form an overall step gradient composed of three layers. All the samples were spun

at 217000 g (45000 rpm) for 4 h at 4°C in an MLS50 swing out bucket rotor fitted in a table-

top ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, U.S.A.). The spin resulted in a gradient with the

densest material at the bottom of the tubes and the proteoliposomes at the interface between

the 30% Accudenz and the gradient buffer layers. The fractions were collected from the top

without disturbing the bottom layers. The fractions were analyzed for purity and protein

quantity by SDS-PAGE followed by either Coomassie staining or immunoblotting using the

appropriate antibody (anti-Pom121: ab190015, Abcam; anti-Ndc1: GTX120091, GeneTex;

anti-His6: ab9108, Abcam).

Figure 3-4 Purification of proteoliposomes
The three layers of composed gradient, upon ultracentrifugation, allow separation of vesicles depending on their

weight. This separation results in light liposomes and proteoliposomes floating at the top, while heavier fractions,

such as non-incorporated proteins and by-products of the translation reaction, stay at the bottom. Reproduced

from (Goren et al., 2009).
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3.4.3Biochemical validation of protein incorporation

(A) Membrane topology of Pom121 and Ndc1-eGFP fusion proteins. (B) Coomassie staining and anti-His

immunoblot show expression and co-expression of full-length Pom121 and Ndc1-eGFP. (B) Accudenz-based

density gradient liposome floatation assay shows that most of the expressed protein is membrane incorporated and

floats in the lighter top fractions. Non-membrane associated proteins are present in the dense bottom fractions.

Reproduced from (Panatala et al., 2019).

To begin, we tested the expression of the full-length Pom121 and Ndc1, both tagged with

His6 fusion tag at their C-termini and an Ndc1 bearing an additional eGFP tag. Pom121 is a

single-pass TM Nup, which has approximately 50 amino acid residues of its N-terminus

exposed into the PNS (perinuclear space). Downstream of its transmembrane domain (TMD),

there is a long C-terminus, which bears additional features like nuclear localization signal

(NLS), NE binding domain (NEBD) and an FG domain exhibiting 24 FG repeats that present

themselves in the central channel of the NPC. On the other hand, Ndc1 is a multi-pass TM

Figure 3-5 Biochemical assay to validate protein incorporation
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Nup with six TMDs, and both its N- and C-termini are exposed to the central channel (Figure

3-5 A).

Both full-length proteins were the most abundant upon expression using an SP6-derived

mRNA when compared to other wheat-germ-based contaminating proteins, which were not

overexpressed. Of note, there were two protein bands around 50 kDa and 70 kDa (Figure 3-5

B), which were enriched in the proteoliposome purified fractions. This appeared to be even

more evident when Pom121 and Ndc1 were co-expressed, leading specific interacting

partners of both Pom121 and Ndc1 to bear the same pool of proteoliposomes (Mitchell et al.,

2010), (Vollmer et al., 2012). The corresponding immunoblots against His6-tag confirmed

the expression of the full-length fusion proteins (Figure 3-5 B).

To address whether the in vitro expressed Pom121 and Ndc1 are incorporated into the

liposomal membrane, the total translation products were incubated with 500 mM KCl for 10

min at room temperature to remove any peripherally associated membrane protein. The

reaction mix was then subjected to high-speed density gradient centrifugation upon loading it

at the bottom of an Accudenz step gradient. (Figure 3-5 C) shows that the majority of

Pom121 and Ndc1 was recovered from the top fractions of the density gradient, which also

contained the bulk of the exogenously added liposomes. This recovery was also the case

when the proteins were co-translated. Taken together, these experiments indicate that the

newly expressed Pom121 and Ndc1 were incorporated into the liposomal membrane and

hence floated along with liposome fractions.
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3.5Proteoliposome profiling

Alongside membrane protein production, various methods may be used to characterize

proteoliposomes and to check protein yield. Western blot and mass spectrometry (MS) are

limited to a bulk analysis of vesicles (Nyblom et al., 2007), (Yang et al., 1997). Thus, they

are not suited for accurate quantification of the phenotypic heterogeneity of proteoliposomes.

Using protein content to draw conclusions on the number of vesicles is misleading given that

each vesicle can have a different size and protein abundance. Moreover, imaging techniques,

such as electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction or atomic force microscopy (AFM), allow

phenotypic analysis of individual vesicles (Yuana et al., 2010), (Aldick et al., 2009) but

hinder the analysis of a large number of vesicles necessary to investigate their heterogeneity:

This makes an accurate quantification complicated and liable to large statistical error. All the

aforementioned methods are not feasible for single-vesicle analysis since they provide only

qualitative information and even more importantly since they do not reproduce the

physiological (native) related environment (e.g., disregard of the membrane curvature effect

(Iversen et al., 2015)).

Since the simultaneous, high-throughput quantitative and qualitative analysis of a large

number of individual liposomes results in multi-dimensional information, we converged on

flow cytometry (FCM) as a method that would allow the profiling of a heterogeneous mixture

of vesicles. FCM, in fact, is a powerful technique that enables one to measure both light

scatter and fluorescence properties of individual objects suspended in a continuous flow. In

brief, the forward scatter (FCS) of a laser light is measured to determine the size of an object,

while the side scatter (SSC) gives information about the granularity and the internal
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complexity of the sample. Furthermore, the fluorescence is measured and the respective

generated signal intensity are dependent on the amount of fluorophore (Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-6 Schematic representation of a FCM experiment
FCM is used to profile proteoliposomes. Hydrodynamic focusing aligns vesicles to pass in a single file in front of a

laser light source. FSC of a laser light measures the size of a vesicle, while fluorescence detector measures GFP

signal. FSC is plotted on the x-axis with GFP fluorescence plotted on the y-axis.

In order to study the incorporation efficiency of Pom121 and Ndc1 at the level of a single

vesicle, we used FCM measurements to analyze single liposomes and proteoliposomes in a

high throughput fashion. For detection purposes, we produced giant liposomes and giant

proteoliposomes (GLs and GPLs) using an ITO-based electroformation device, introducing

Nile Red dye to stain the lipid membrane.
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3.6Electroformation of proteoliposomes

The production of giant proteoliposomes from protein-containing single unilamellar vesicles

(SUVs) is the same as growing pure lipid giants from SUVs but with the obvious challenge

of protecting the proteins from dehydration (Garten et al., 2015). The drying of the lipid

mixture causes the formation of a multi-lamellar stack of membranes, which then move apart

and form GLs when rehydrated. We generated GPLs by partially dehydrating proteoSUVs

and by rehydrating them with a “low-salt” buffer (Figure 3-7) adapted from (Garten et al.,

2015)).

Figure 3-7 Scheme of growing GPLs by electroformation
Proteoliposomes are deposited onto the ITO-coated conductance side and left to partially dehydrate. Next, the

rehydration step is performed by addition of the growth buffer, after which, the standard protocol is applied to

grow GPLs.

We used an ITO (indium tin oxide) glass-slide-based vesicle formation device from Nanion

Technologies. A set of two glass slides were wiped clean with 70% ethanol and MQ water.

An O-ring supplied by the company was painted with vacuum grease, which aids in sealing

the ring on the glass slide and forms a chamber to be fixed in a desired position on the slide.

Next, 15 µM of Nile Red (N1142, Thermo Fisher Scientific), previously dissolved and stored
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in methanol at 4°C, were deposited as 0.2 µL drops onto the ITO-coated conductance side

(measured using a multimeter). The drops were allowed to dry at room temperature in the

dark for 30–60 min, followed by passing a stream of nitrogen gas to remove any remaining

methanol. Liposomes and proteoliposomes were dialyzed into a filter-sterilized SUV buffer

containing 5 mM NaCl, 1 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) and 2 mM sucrose. 30 µL of

liposomes/proteoliposomes were applied as 2–3 µL drops on the freshly dried Nile Red

deposit. The samples were left under observation every 5 min to partially dehydrate at room

temperature in the dark. Following this, a gentle introduction of 150 µL of growth buffer (5

mM NaCl, 1 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and 400 mM sucrose) was added into the chamber. To

prevent the collapse of the freshly formed vesicles, a higher concentration of osmoticants,

such as sucrose or sorbitol, were used in the growth buffer. The second ITO slide

(conductance side facing the buffer) was placed over the chamber; no air was trapped, and

the chamber was sealed. A standard protocol by Nanion Technologies was followed for

GL/GPL production for 150 min at 37 °C. The duly produced GLs and GPLs were unstable

in the ITO chamber after production. Hence, they were immediately aspirated into an amber-

colored microcentrifuge tube of 1.5 mL. HEPES and NaCl were added to a final

concentration of 10 mM and 100 mM, respectively. They were either used immediately or

stored at 4°C before the FCM measurements.

3.7Incorporation efficiency of Pom121 and Ndc1 into liposomes

There is much merit to the idea that FCM can be used to measure submicron particles in a

manner similar to that carried out during the analysis of the whole cell (Lannigan et al., 2016).

Quantification and profiling of membrane-derived vesicles by FCM led to the development

of a) a simple method for enumerating phosphatidylserine-exposing extracellular vesicles
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(EVs) (Arraud et al., 2015), b) size profiling and counting of bacterial outer-membrane

vesicles (Wieser et al., 2014), c) a fluorescence-based detection of EVs for accurate

measurement of their size and number, demonstrating that FCM can detect a significantly

higher number of EVs than what can be achieved with light-scatter-based techniques (Stoner

et al., 2016). In addition, a fluorescence-based, high-resolution, FCM-based method has been

developed for quantitative and qualitative analysis of nanosized membrane vesicles, enabling

the identification of exosome subsets and phenotyping of individual exosomes produced by

dendritic cells (DCs) undergoing different modes of activation (Nolte-'t Hoen et al., 2012).

Furthermore, there are many developments in FCM usage for evolutionary studies, such as

the synthesis of functional GFP mutants in the liposomes (Yu et al., 2001), studies on the

influence of outer chemical composition on internal GFP synthesis (Nishimura et al., 2012)

and the measurement of in vitro translation of GFP inside individual liposomes in a high-

throughput format to assess an eventual effect of the compartment on the biochemical

reaction (Sunami et al., 2006). In addition to extensive FCM and FACS GFP-related studies,

FCM has also been used to analyze the structural properties of giant liposomes formed by

different methods (Nishimura et al., 2009).

Given that a flow cytometric approach allows for the rapid screening of engineered proteins,

a similar approach has been used for the in vitro evolution of α-hemolysin (a membrane

protein derived from Staphylococcus aureus) by entrapping different α-hemolysin DNA

mutants with the PURE system into liposomes and subsequently measuring their pore-

forming activity (Fujii et al., 2013).
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Besides the characterization of EVs and in vitro screening methods, FCM has been applied to

develop a novel assay to quantify interactions between proteins and membrane lipids as well

(Temmerman and Nickel, 2009).

For our purposes, we used FCM to measure the incorporation yield of membrane proteins

into liposomes. First, we selected single fluorescent vesicles by detection of forward scatter,

side scatter and Nile Red signal. Importantly, as described above, the forward scatter light

(FSC) is measured to determine the size of the object, while the side scatter light (SSC) gives

information about the granularity and the internal complexity of the sample. Within the

sorted Nile Red positive vesicles, we looked for eGFP fluorescence-positive because it

indicates a sub-fraction of the vesicles with the Ndc1 incorporation. Hence, we could

determine Ndc1 abundance on a lipid membrane in a single measurement. We analyzed the

Ndc1-Pom121-GPLs and the Ndc1-GPLs, where GLs served as control. For every sample,

we detected approximately > 90% of Nile Red labelled single vesicles. Out of those, the

Ndc1-eGFP signal intensity provided a ~30% yield for Pom121-Ndc1-GPLs and 10% for

Ndc1-GPLs, whereas blank giant-liposome (GL) controls gave null results (Figure 3-8).

Figure 3-8 Flow cytometry evaluation of GLs and GPLs
Detection of Nile Red labelled GPLs (upper panel) by fluorescence, forward scattering (FSC), and side scattering

(SSC). Subsequent analysis of Ndc1-eGFP with and without Pom121 (lower panel). GLs show no fluorescence.

Histogram showing average yield of GFP obtained under each condition. N = 10000 data points for n = 3.

Reproduced from (Panatala et al., 2019).
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3.8Visualization of giant proteoliposomes

Next, we used confocal microscopy to visualize giant proteoliposomes. First, an O-paper ring

was used to create a chamber within a glass slide. Then, the GPLs were placed into a

chamber within a glass slide and covered with the cover slip. Next, the entire setup was

turned upside down and left in the dark at room temperature to allow the GPLs to settle down.

A sample was taken under the microscope LSM800, and an oil-immersion objective was used

to image the eGFP GPLs. Imaging was performed by simultaneously using two wavelengths,

488 nm and 555 nm, to excite GFP and Nile Red, respectively. The rationale behind this

procedure was to minimize the imaging time. One needs to note that the GPLs in our setup

were not immobilized, hence their movement made imaging difficult. The immobilization of

the GPLs was impossible because of already fragile membrane after protein reconstitution. In

addition, because of the high polydispersity of the sample, the real challenge was to identify

giant vesicles containing Pom121 and Ndc1. However, the images that we could obtain

reveal morphology of the GPLs, showing most of them as having a circular shape, as shown

in Figure 3-9. Interestingly, the GFP fluorescence on the GPL rim is punctate, which might

indicate that the Pom121-Ndc1 incorporation is not homogenous but rather is localized to

parts of the membrane.
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Figure 3-9 Pom121-Ndc1 giant proteoliposomes under confocal microscope
The Nile Red dyed lipid membrane is easily detectable, while the GFP signal is punctuated and appears only

within a few membrane sections.

3.9Imaging Pom121/Ndc1 nanopores by high-speed AFM

(Note to reader: This section is a kind contribution from Toshiya Kozai).

Subsequently, both GLs and GPLs were spread onto freshly cleaned glass and examined by

high-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM) to check for the formation of nanopores

following membrane reconstitution. At the nanoscale, HS-AFM revealed numerous pore-like

perforations in the Pom121-Ndc1-PL membrane (Figure 3-10 A) that were not present in the

blank liposome controls. Interestingly, each pore was enclosed by a ring-like structure above

the membrane surface (Figure 3-10 B). Each ring suggests that the individual Pom121-Ndc1

sub-complexes assembled into a corral-like arrangement. Their average pore dimensions

were 5.8 ± 1.4 nm, 19.5 ± 3.7 nm and 37.3 ± 6.1 nm for height (Hpore), inner diameter (i.d.)

and outer diameter (o.d.), respectively (Figure 3-10 B). Moreover, the ring height (Hrim) and

thickness of the surrounding membrane (Hmem) were 3.2 ± 1.4 nm and 2.5 ± 0.6 nm,

respectively, as measured from the top of each ring and bottom of each pore to the membrane
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surface. Here, Hmem appears smaller than the expected thickness of the lipid bilayer (Nagle

and Tristram-Nagle, 2000). This observation may be due to a limited penetration of the HS-

AFM tip into the pore or to the fact that the Pom121-Ndc1 pore formation might cause a local

deformation (compression) of the lipid bilayer that surrounds it (Gilbert, 2016). In addition,

we sometimes observed elongated pores (or “slits”) (Figure 3-10 C) with similar Hpore, i.d.

and o.d. values, thereby suggesting that the slits might originate from conjoined pores, as

summarized in Figure 3-10 D.

Figure 3-10 Imaging Pom121/Ndc1 nanopores by HS-AFM
(A) Zoomed-out HS-AFM image showing the PL membrane perforated with several Pom121-Ndc1 pores

(white arrow heads). Asterisks denote conjoined pores (i.e., “slits”). Scale bar = 50 nm. (B) Height and

diameter profiles of four representative pores. Pore height as well as inner and outer diameter are given

by Hpore, i.d. and o.d., respectively, as shown in the cross-sectional profile. Scale bar = 10 nm. (C) Image

and cross-sectional profiles of a member slit. Scale bar = 10 nm. (D) Histograms provide an overview of

the dimensions of pores and slits. Reproduced from (Panatala et al., 2019).
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3.10 Nanopore characterization using single channel electrical

measurements

(Note to reader: This section is a kind contribution from Radhakrishnan Panatala and

Jinghui Luo).

Finally, we applied single-channel electrical measurements (Bayley and Martin, 2000) to

verify that the TM-Nups formed aqueous pores that punctured the lipid membrane (Figure

3-11). In the absence of pores, such as in the blank liposomes, the membrane exhibited a

property of zero conductance. Similar results were obtained for Pom121- or Ndc1-only PLs,

which did not show any evidence of pore formation. In marked contrast, Pom121-Ndc1 PLs

exhibited an overall staircase-like behavior (Bode et al., 2017) that ascended until reaching

the detection limit of the instrument. Importantly, each upward “step” signified the

emergence of a new pore, although local fluctuations suggest more complex behavior (Sekiya

et al., 2018), such as the opening and closing of multiple pores. Moreover, each step could be

used to estimate a theoretical pore size (Cruickshank et al., 1997), giving 3.8 ± 2.0 nm, which

is in approximate agreement with our HS-AFM results. For completeness, it is noteworthy to

mention that pore formation neither occurred when blank liposomes were added to Pom121-

PLs and Ndc1-PLs nor during sequential additions of Ndc1-PLs to Pom121-PLs. However,

the electrical signal was destabilized when Pom121-PLs were introduced to Ndc1-PLs, which

may suggest that Pom121 facilitates a rearrangement of Ndc1 in the membrane. Still, it

remains to be ascertained how the sequential addition of Pom121 and Ndc1 favors the pore

formation.
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Figure 3-11 Characterization of pores using single channel electrical measurements
Ascending staircase-like conductance behaviour indicates that the numbers of Pom121-Ndc1 pores are increasing

over time. Each upward “step” signifies the emergence of a new pore but local fluctuations indicate stochastic

behaviour during protein insertion. A controls,blank liposomes, Pom121-PLs and Ndc1-PLS did not form pores.

Reproduced from (Panatala et al., 2019).

3.11 Conclusions

Our findings suggest that the reconstitution of Pom121 and Ndc1 results in porous

proteoliposomes. Remarkably, our FCM data shows that the membrane incorporation

efficiency of Ndc1 increases upon its complexation with Pom121, indicating that Pom121

facilitates this process. To our knowledge, this is the first study reporting the usage of in

vitro-expressed membrane proteins, where one protein favors the incorporation of a second

protein into the liposomal membrane. The HS-AFM data revealed that the morphological

features of the Pom121-Ndc1 pore show a fair resemblance to native NPCs (Sakiyama et al.,

2016). As expected, because of the lack of other structural and functional elements from

native NPCs, the dimensions of the Pom121-Ndc1 pores were smaller both in diameter and in

height. The single channel electrical recordings show that only those proteoliposomes with

both proteins co-expressed can fuse with the bilayer lipid membrane and lead to the pore
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formation. Also, these observations show that with increasing time, the conductance reaches

an overload, which depicts the dynamicity of pore formation. An important future direction

based on this work could investigate how the transmembrane domains (TMDs) of both

proteins are arranged in the lipid bilayer with regard to the pore axis and whether there is a

correlation between the number of sub-complex rings and the pore diameter. Besides well-

established DNA origami (Gopfrich et al., 2016) and solid-state pores (Kowalczyk et al.,

2011), our data suggests that Pom121-Ndc1 proteoliposomes may provide a de novo platform

to construct NPC mimics.
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3.12 Materials and Methods

3.12.1Flow cytometry

Proteoliposome characterization was performed using a BD LSRFortessa™ (BD Biosciences,

San Jose, CA). The flow rate was set to low (approximately 8–12 µL/min). Forward scatter

(FSC) and side scatter (SSC) were measured in log scale, and the threshold was set to 200 for

FSC and SSC. The FSC and SSC voltages were adjusted to the highest value, ensuring the

majority of background noise was excluded. Nile Red was excited with a 561 nm laser, and

the emission signal was collected through a 610/20 nm bandpass filter. The GFP was excited

with a 488 nm laser, while the emission was collected through a 512/25 nm bandpass pass

filter. All the vesicles were diluted 20 times in 1xPBS prior to measurement. 10000 events

were collected per sample. Data was analyzed, and figures were generated using the FlowJo®

software.

3.12.2Confocal microscopy

The proteoliposomes were imaged using Zeiss Point Scanning Confocal LSM800 Inverted

with PLAN APO oil-immersive 63x objective (NA = 1.40), using Zen Blue software. Two

laser lines were used: 488 nm and 550 nm, both solid-state types (10 mW). Both laser powers

and gains were adjusted in order to minimize any crosstalk. Figures were generated using

OMERO software.

3.12.3HS-AFM

All experiments were conducted using a commercial HS-AFM 1.0 system (RIBM, Japan)

featuring a standard scanner with a maximum scan speed of 50 ms per frame. Pristine NT-
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AC10 Quantum cantilevers (Nanotools) (7 μm long, 2 μm wide, 80 nm thick and a tip radius

of ~3 nm) were used. Supplier specifications indicate that these cantilevers have a nominal

spring constant of 0.1 Nm−1 and a resonance frequency of 1.2 MHz in air. Liposomes or

proteoliposomes were adsorbed onto freshly cleaned (with RCA buffer, sonication and

plasma) glass. After an adsorption time of 30 min, the sample was washed several times in

buffer solution (100 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5) to remove weakly bound adsorbates.

Buffer solutions were freshly made using MQ water (18.2 MΩ-cm). Several liposomes and

proteoliposomes were scanned and visualized. However, we observed that the image

resolution varied with the tip quality, stability and sample roughness and the images shown

here are representative of the most highly resolved data.

3.12.4Single channel electrical recordings

Recordings of the planar lipid bilayers were conducted at RT in an apparatus with two Delrin

compartments. The compartments were separated into cis- (connected with a ground

electrode) and trans- (connected with a voltage electrode) sides by a polytetrafluoroethylene

(PTFE) film with a 100 μm aperture and 25 μm thickness (Good Fellow Inc., #FP301200). A

mixture of DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) and

DOPG (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol, Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) at a ratio of

4:1 was dissolved in pentane at a concentration of 20 mg/mL. The film was pretreated in 2%

(v/v) hexadecane in pentane, and 10 μL of the lipid mixture was applied to form lipid bilayers

across the aperture in electrolyte solution (20 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4 with 150 mM NaCl).

Following the above steps, either liposomes or proteoliposomes were added into the trans

side next to the film for the electrical recordings that were performed with two Ag/AgCl

electrodes at a voltage of -50 mV. The currents were recorded for 20 minutes to check for
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any interaction between proteoliposomes and lipid bilayers. All the current recordings were

amplified and digitized by an Axopatch 200B (Molecular Devices) and a Digidata 1440 A

(Molecular Devices), respectively, followed by a 2 kHz low-pass Bessel filter. Data were

analyzed with the pClamp 10.7 software (Molecular Devices). The estimates of pore

diameters were calculated based on the model by (Cruickshank et al., 1997).
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4Summary and Outlook

4.1Summary and Outlook

In this work we rebuilt NPC function in vitro using two different approaches. The first part

of this work suggests that the Kaps may contribute to the maintenance of RanGTP/RanGDP

gradient as described by the Kap-centric control model. Our results support the view that the

NPC transport barrier is not composed of FG Nups exclusively. FG-Nups, instead, are highly

occupied with transport receptors – Kaps. As such, because of the different binding affinity

of Kaps toward RanGTP and RanGDP, the NPC is able to recognize which form to retain

within the nucleus. It would be interesting to observe similar effect in living cells.

The second part of this research demonstrates how two membrane nucleoporins can self-

assemble into nanopores. This research lays the groundwork for future molecular logistic

systems that could rely on the NPC-like transport. Further developments could involve the

introduction of additional NPC and NCT components to the system.

To conclude, the work presented in this thesis provides essential insights into the role of Kaps

and membrane nucleoporins on NPC function. In particular, I have addressed questions

regarding Ran gradient and NPC pre-pore formation. The key findings are that 1)

Karyopherins modulate RanGTP/RanGDP gradient at the NPC, 2) the concentration and

binding strength of karyopherins within NPC contributes to the NPC selective barrier

function and 3) Pom121 and Ndc1 self-assemble into nanopores, indicating that only few

NPC components might drive pre-pore formation.
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